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Seixl·j;l'\g··.:$6()() Gannet~ g~ft tot·cds $250,000 
'-.... -gil-J · · incites 
StUd8Ilt· action 
' Grant~ ,alds library 
By D. Bear Grohma.; 
New- -approach ·to H .& S . 
-enc~.urages student say 
By Lynn ~ryan A. pluralistic, or multi-level 
approach to Ii beral ; rts 
education is being considered. 
Finlay sees "both sides agn:cing 
to tolerate other points of view 
and the validity of each other's 
educational philosophies" as 
necessary in this approach. 
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By Cathy Doyle 
An all-college faculty meeting . 
was held Monday night for the 
purpose of · discussing the -
revisions _to the,'. faculty 
handbook. 
The most major re\rision 
agreed . on dealt with th~ 
definition of faculty; The major 
debate. on .this question was 
part-tiine facl.ltty. 
The ·meeting also.;produced ·. 
ideas concerning·, the· 
'7- • .,_, ~r,_ 
·. -c"o~u.ns-= lor 
responsibility· of · faculfy ,, _By Fred Raker 
members ,in continuing their - - (. . 
professional development. This A~ita .Hoffman Ehrenfri~d is 
issue is .especially .relevant to the Hillel Counselor at Ithaca 
those (acµlty members who have . Co}Jege. S~e has. been . for the 
been granted tenure. A proposal . past two months. 
Kinshasa Zaire - Muhammad Ali- has regained the heavyweight 
champio~ship of the world after scoring an eight round, ~nockout 
over previously undefeated George Fore nan. Before· the fight Ali 
had announced that the. foreman fight would be his last, but in 
discussing th~ matter in his victorious locker rqoril he said that he 
might consider fighting again for $ I 0,000,000. 
I 
THE KISSINGER URGE 
I wh~ther,part:time facul~ ~h'ould be mcluded m: the defirutton. It 
was decided that'they should be, · 
with the. College's individual 
was made calling far the College ·Mrs. Ehrenfried is a grad~te 
to encourage.such development. from the Theatre Department of 
· One way in which this might - Antioch College. Last year~ she 
be done is through ~he gr~ting · received her Masters degree in 
of mini-sabaticals· of one .per Jewish Communal Services at-.... 
."emester. faculty .a.>'.members ·Brandeis University. 1 ~ 
v,ould hav~ to submit a defiajte Originally from Detroit; Mrs.· 
proposal, I before - the . request Ehrenfried explained how she 
would be approved. It was felt arrived in Ithaca. "My husband 
~hat such an arrangement would is studying for his-Masters degree 
rnduce _ faculty members · to at Cornell. I got my Masters 
New Delhi - India, as the world's newest nuclear power, has been 
called on by Secretary of State Henry Kissinger to join the United 
States and other nations in an effort to prevent the spread of nuclear 
technology that could be used to develop weapons. Delivering a 
major speech, Kissinger aJ.so urged India- to support efforts to drive 
down the price of oil at this time of food crisis, stating that the high 
prices directly affected food prices. · 
DECLARATION ISSUED 
.,,-· 
Rabat, Morocco - A 1.ltlclaration ha~ heen unanimously issued by 
Arah heads of state, induding Jordan's Kirig Hussein, calling for the 
creation of an independent Palestinian state and recognition of the 
Palestine Liberation Organizatwn · as the "sote legitimate 
n:presentativc of the Palestine people. "-The declaration would effect 
uny land that is liherated from Israel, such as the occupied West 
B:mk and Gaza Strip. ' 
laround the nation 
TAKING THEIR TWO-CENTS WORTH 
Washington - Two new rules puhlishetf by the Federal Energy 
J\dministratioi1 this week could force some international· oil 
companies to temporarily reduce gasoline and oil prices by one or 
two cents per gaUon. Both of the regulations deal with "transfer" 
• price~, or the prices paid hy American oil companies for imported 
crude oil purchased from their foreign aff\liates. Estimates say ~hat 
between :.0'¼, and :.S'J,, of the daily United States oil consumption is 
houghl hy rdincrs lrom foreign affili_ates. 
NIXON CRITICAL 
Long Beach. California - Former President Richard Nixon remains in, 
a "'critical hul stahle" condition here afti:r being operated on for the: 
removal of blood clots from his leg. Dr. John n Lungren reports 
that Nixpn ha, shown some improvement. hut that it's "too early to 
speculate on recovery ... 
TUBE KID DUE 
Pleasantville, Montana - An eccentric sckntist living a hermit•like 
existence here h.1s announced the pe:1ding hirth of his first child. Dr .. 
Stephen Butler cl,1ims that he is on the verge of creating the world\; 
first test tuhc hahy. ff his experiments continue on schedule·,\ 
Butkr's child should he "horn'" hy the end of November. The 1 
lntl·rnal Revl·nul' Service is investigating the matter to find out 
whether Huller can legally claim the child as a deductable on his tali 
return. · 
HUNT IS ON 
' 
shools having the responsibility 
of modifying their r:ights and 
responsibilities.· 
This recommendation will 
move on to the Faculty Council . 
for their · consideration and 
possible _approval. 'the Council 
will also · investigate . the 
possibility of adding 
non-teaching. personnel in the 
faculty definition. . ' 
Failure to arrive at firm · 
guidelines by the Council could 
produce a number of conflicts. 
Possible areas of dispute include 
voting priviieges, fringe 
benefits and tenure. status for 
I • 
continue their studies. first. .. now it's his tum/ . 
Alt~ough the ~-coll~ge -Mrs. Ehr~nfri~d is happy with . 
Council produced ·no final. her job and the peo~ she works 
d eci·sions concerning the , with. Along with her job as 
revisions, 'it did give faculty counselor, she - · conducts 
members a chance to, express . conveisatiorial Hebrew groups . _ 
their views, The reconurtenda- (beginners and advanced) on 
tions agr~ed on at this meeting Wednesday nights from 7 to . 8 
will be studied by the Handbook, P.M. in the Hillel 10ffice, which 
Revision Committee and the is located in the' basement of-
Facuity Council for final Dorm 3. "Beginni11g sho~y, we 
approval. may be going from dorm to 
dorm with the class." There are -
also services held every ~ght at 
M • ho ors M cHe· nry. 6:30in the-Hillel Office. us I C n . Some oLthe future activities. 
-music in composition, and ~he include deli suppers, films (both 
master· of. music in strin~, have taken .place in the past),_ 
' • woodwinds or brdsses. . and • an Israeli Dance group 
Craig McHenry, acting de.in McHenry was a student here which will meet twice a month 
of the School of Music at Ithaca when the institution was still the under the di_rection of a 
ColJe·ge, received a formal Ithaca Conservatory. He studied volunteey teacher. "There will be 
"thank you" last night for his additionally at Cornell and a film series in .the Spring," 
40-plus years of dedication to Northwestern Universities, and ·continues· the Hillel counselor. 
the College. earned·-a master's degree and his "Other e.vents are in the 
During a special reception for doctoral degree in education at making." 
the College's graduate faculty. Columbia University. Everything seems to be going 
and students hetd·at 2 Fountain A member of the Ithaca well for Mis. Ehrenfried·and her 
Place, the Graduate Co·mmittee College music faculty since his cre°'.Y at Hillel. ''We've had· many 
gave McHenry a plaque, __ "In 19 30 ·graduation from the su·'Ccessfu1 events. We 
recognition of his dedication, Conservatory, McHenry has had ., accommodated . one hundred 
leadership and services to . . . . . . people af--.-the bagel and. lox-
graduate studies at Ithaca a wide vanety of respon~1bil~ties ~reakfast during rarent's 
College.'-' · ,. · at the School: . teaching, Weekend." She is optimistic 
. "I've b~en a part of the conducting, orchestra, ·=t,rasgt• about ·an· :the "u·pcoming 
graduate program since it was instruments, and theory. He was- activities. · · 
started in 1943," McHenry said._:,·· one of the fine comet .players of - All Hill~l sponsored programs-·---· 
"I must be the only faculty · the country and conducted the are open to everyone (not just 
member still here who can recall College Orchestra from 193'7 to their 800 members). And ·if 
the progi::_am 's entire history 1957. Dutjng those 20 years he anyone has any. ~ggestions or 
from persona! experience." . provided musical direction fo~ .. a ideas concerning activities they'd 
.. McHenry was· dean of .the number of. the College's like to see take place please feel -....._ 
Music School for 15 years until memorable musical productions. free to contact Anita' Ehrenfried 
his retirement in 1973, when His career includes- summer at the Hillel Office (x3323) and 
faculty and students from the · school teaching at various public let her know what's on your 
School honored him with several sch·ools, mus~c _camps and mind. She would· be more than,. 
special concerts. He returned colleges. ~e conducted the happy to hear from you. 
this year as acting dean un.til a Triple Cities Ori;:hestra for IO ·' 
new dean can be found. years and at one time · played ----------,.----
D~ring the I 97 3-74 academic with the famed Patrick Conway 
year, McHenry inaugurated band. He has adjun9icated at H & 5 
graduate and undergraduate innum_erable. state and national \ · 
music -,programs at the College's ,music· f~stivals, directed several contf!iued fr9m page 1 
Foreign Study Center in European music -tours,.and has achieve a "d.eepening percepj:ion 
London, where hJ'served as the served on the executive board of· of the world'.' according to 
first music director. Graduate the New. York State ·School Professor~ Ezergarlis _ and the. n 
degreeE in music now offered-at Music Association, as·well as on group's latest memorandum. 
Was_~~ngton Convicted Watergate conspirator E .. Howard Hunt , 
test1!1ed Monday that until now, he had continued to withhold the· 
"entire_ truth'" frtim a g~and jury and the Watergate panel. Hunt was 
one ol the sev,en men who were allegedly paid off to keep silent 
about what they I-new concerning the Watergate break-in. 
Ithaca are the mast;r of science many_ natio_nal evaluating. On Octob~r 28,. group ~ 
in music education, the master _committees. Widely respected by .. suggested that ·non-traditional -
of music in performance, the music educators throughout the 'education could be characterized 
master of music in music count r Y; McHenry has as more concerned with·process 
education. the master of music contributed many articles to than With content. Other 
in music theory, the master of professionaljoumals. "- characteristics of their 
··························-••l!I•••• . . 
COUNTY VOLUNTEER NEEDS 
RED CROSS Nl:LDS: Volunteers lo assist with twice monthly 
·Bloodban!,:s; Nurses ( R.N. or L.P.N.I, 'Nurse Assistants. 
Receptionists. l'ak-Tahlc Wprkc:rs. Canteen Staff: Volunteer to help 
plan and direct Youth Red Cross Programs. under U1t: supervision of 
Asst. Din;ctor. Blo(.._)dhanks an: usually S!t'.? hours, and Youth 
Program assistance can h"' arranged to suit volunteer availability. 
Please call J.C. Community Service or Voluritary Action Center for 
appointment. . 
BOYNTON JR. fllGII SCHOOL Nl:EDS: ! volunteers to tuto.r 
7th grad ~ath. from :! : JO to .J: :!O on an~ school_ day. Plt!ase call I.(. 
Community Service or V AC tor an appomtment. 
YMCA NEEDS: Qualified Swimming Instructor Volunti::ers to 
work with Tiny Tots_ laged 31/~-5) from 9:J0-1 l A.M. and~ 
12:30-1:30 P.M .. and Water Babies laged rn-3) 11_-I 1'_30 _A.M .• 
Mondays and Wednesdays. Please call J.C. C'6nununtt:y :service or 
V AC for an appointment. · _ . · I . . , 
For additional information- or .,in appomtment to thest: or a large 
assortment of other voluntary St:rvices. please call :!74-3304, I.C'. 
Community Service, Mon: thru Wed. from 10 A,M. to ! P.M. or 
272-9411; Volunta"ry Action Center,, Mon . .thru Sat. from J A.M. to 
Ii P.M. ' 
''Fr.ee u. '' 
' 
By Connie Albino 
philosophy are: it is 
student-centered and directed, 
humanistic ·and' non-hierarchal. 
It . is ·· also, concern~d with 
applying this educatio'n 4 to, 
the area of ·skills and crafts an·d real-world situations. . 
are given almost exlusivelY. on a Group B proposes to invite a · 
Do you prefer Photography beginner leveL ·offered in the speake·r: .• :.t.o - IC, .o-n.-e,·,.-. 
to ~hysics and Bikeology to paSt . were su~h courses I as knowledgeabl~·. on the topic ·oc·,:~:. 
Business Law? ltha.ca College, Chinese Cookfug,_ Massage for non-traditional . education. A. -
through Free University, now. Relaxa·tion, Typing and second prOP.OSal being tliScussed<: 
offers students thi:: opportunity Decoupage. Course -ideas come in that.· group is to prepare:', a · 
1 from interested student's quest1·onnaire inqw-·nn· g m· t·o~ · , to sharpen - their ski ls apd 
exercise their creativity. Free· suggestions and according to ··$tudept and· faculty .experience - , 
University, sponsored by· the Rauker, in ,many cases a stci11ed with.liberal_ artt education. · 
Office of Campus Activities, is ·pers~m ·will offer to -teach .. a This 'q~estion_nilire would be . ' 
presently enrolling students in parti_~ula~ cla_ss. . directed to-~tuden!5 and faculty. 
such courses as Beginning. . Teaching IS ~on~ generallr _on _finlay hopes .that stu_d!;!tt~)nd· 
Billiards •. Finding' One's _Way a volunteer b~.sis ~1th a -~ualifled . faculty w~ll bj:come very 
with Clay . and. Saniadhl',.._persond?nat1ng~s/h~.rt1me-and_. involved, With. stude-nts. 
Techniques of Meditation. !alents. W~ere-.. !II>Plicable, . the: --~v~ntually . interviewi9g-·. other 
According to Ma~y Rauker, !~strl!ctor,.18 ;!~~bursed.by the .students. Group B'"Y1ants_tohaye 
present director'"of the program, . university ·: for expenses - a. better .se_nse, abo\lt whll~.--~~ 
the. purpose of Free University is mc~r~d trave~mg to and from . ·s~udents' have i .. to:,_ say., about -.. 
to· offer interested students the the_ ~ite of th.e cl\lss: _,:he_ ~~1•. hberal __ arts- _educanqn: .. The . 
opportunity . to partake. in location -of th~ cla~~is_ usually ·.interviewers w.oul~ be·ttymg !o 
courses not. included in the !eft ·to_ the di:;ci:etipn._of.-,~ht?:_-find out' the··basi'c experience 
regular acade·mic curriculum, - IDSlructor and;__StUdents tnS~.S}:_.'~d- .. attitudCS:,,'. !liude~tsl. baVe; . .. ' 
'.~The courses ce'~er maj.nly: in . , · · '-:_ ca,n,il~_~ll/"ipi'pog,-:11·:", -;:'.·. :, · . .' c(!'ntln,;~,.~n'j(!':~~7.--_ ·\-;"· ':,::· ·~ _ 
· -' t ,., ·,~-- ::,, •. · ~1 • . .- : ·i,~f,~~-) ., ~-i ~·'., ; .. ):k~w~~:-1~0s~~,:-:i·,>~LS,1~;~:t~~~ik~-i~· ~~~i~i:Y.:~. · ... ~~5~:;~t£~~i~;ji~1fz,-, 
t ::;- ' .. :.::····""J'.~ ·;'·. 
,.... 
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·aroun'd the campu, 
~ 
By Cindy Schwartz 
Photos By Ginger Flook 
~ary Vonstange-{Freshman·_;unnecessary things, sure, you 
Music major) ''No; it probably could even decrease tuition." 
won't · affect my plans · that . · · 
The Question-"ln December much. $300, if that's what it's , 
Qr ·January the Board will 'make go?1g up, then thai's 'Yhat it's 
1 
a decision concerning an in r · gomg up. It -probably will affect 
in tuition and fees -fo~ e:: . a couple of peop~: with. their : 
academic year 1975-76. In the . plans for n,ext year .. 
past eight years increases have • 
averaged 6.3% p·er year. If-this is 
~n indication of ·next year's 
increase, Ithaca College will cost· 
almost $300 more next year. 
What is your reaction to this? 
Will your plans here at I.C. be 
affected? How 1ab·out the· plaris-
of othe~? 
Sarah Swanson-(Freshman 
Physical Therapy major) "I 
i· think I don't approve. of the 
\ increase, it would affec;:t me, I 
' would have to have more 
/ financial aid. I think it would 
'l. affect a lot of kids, the school is 
DEPUTY MAYOR OF JERUSALEM TO SPEAK 
Miron Benvenisti, the deputy major of Jerusalem, will speak on 
the politics of Jerusalem, and Arab-Israeli relations, next Wednesday; 
November 6 in F-30 l, at 11 A.M. · The discussion is open to the 
· public, and all are cordially invited. A reception will follow. For 
more information call Hillel at x3323. 
HALLOWEEN DANCE 
A Halloween dance will be held Thursday Oct. 3 I from 9 to I in 
the Tower Dining Hall, complete with costume and dance contests 
,;. 
0 
and all the beer you can drink. It is sponsored by the West Tower 
, :: ·, . Dorm Council. Admission is free with a West Tower Club Card: $ I 
without a card but with costume·: $1.50 without card or rnstume. 
Linda Wagner-(Freshman 
chemistry major) "My plans 
really won't be affected, I'm not 
paying for any of 'iny tuition or 
anything, it's mostly up to my 
father, and I don't know·what 
he'd have to say. I think it could 
affect a lot of others going here, 
because some kids are pretty 
tight with their money. I don't 
think it will make that much 
difference with freshmen 
app!ying. " 
PCS DUE 
Parents' Confidential Statements and Financial Aid Applications 
for 1975-76 are now available in the financial aid office. Both arc 
due in that office by March I, 197 5. Please keep in mind that it may 
take six to eight weeks for you PCS to be processed in Princeton. 
NJ. BUS TO RIT 
On Saturday, Nov. 9, the Office of Campus Activities will sponsor 
a spectator bus to the football game between Ithaca College and 
R.I.T. The bus will leave from the Union Parking Lot at I 0:45 A.M. 
on Saturday ·and return by 6 P.M. The cost is $1. Sign-up in the 
Office of Campus Activities. 
. already very expensive, ancJ I , SPECIAL PROGRAMS MEETING 
· ·-;: .think it would cause a lot of ·= 
':: ' people a lot _of hassles,:! Are you interested in preregistering for courses in Social Work. 
. Tony Pantas--(Senior 
Television-Radio major) .. "It 
won't affect my plans because 
I'm ·not going to be here next 
year because I'm graduating, but 
I -don't see what really· could be 
moneywise, 4efinitely." " 
. ' . 
Feminist Studjes, Policy Studies or Foreign Studies'! A special 
meeting to explain oppdrtunities in these fields and others will he 
. 'held on Thursday Oct. 31 at 4 P.M. in Friends 208 so that interested 
. done about it. Until the prices. 
and everything else comes down· 
the school wiU- have to raise thei; 
costs. I think it will probably 
affect some. Well,. they '(the 
school) could cut down in some 
areas-;like the fountain, thex_ are 
going to carpet rooms and stuff 
like that, and some · of it is 
unnecess_:i_ry-they just do it for 
the parents." Dave Zimet--(Sophomore 
Biology major) "Okay if the 
price of Ithaca goes up,'it won't 
change my pla_ns about coµiing 
here, but I can ·see it changing a 
tot of other people's plans if 
they can't afford it or something 
lik~that!' 
R~gina McNulty-~(Junior 
Music major) "I think that with 
the economic situation in the 
country, that it ·is inevitable that 
. our tuition will go up, baj: 1 
. don't think that people who 
have been going to school here 
for a while are - going to stop 
going for the sake of $300. 
However, I do think that the 
enrollment will drop because 1 
don't think that private 
institutions will be able to 
survive right now with the 
economy the way it is, so it is 
j\..::t a reflection of the 
conditions- in the country. It is 
inevitable that we will be 
affected by it." (Suggestions for 
possible questions should be 
brought ot the Ithacan Office in 
care of Cindy~Ehwartz.) 
· students will be able to preregister for special programs. 
-· Following a general discussion of the various programs, small 
groups will form where students will have the opportunity to meet 
with representatives and discuss specific questions ahout thl' 
programs. The representatives are Lou DeLanney for tlil' CLW 
(Clinical Laboratory Internship Program); Gail MacColl for Policy 
Studies; Margaret Feldman for the Social Work program; Joan 
Handel for the Community ..Service Program; ZillJh Eisenstein for 
~~minist Studies; and Claire Allen for Foreign Studies. The meeting 
1s sponsored hy the Office of the Dean of Humanities and Sciences 
and the C'IIS. Refreshments will be served and the meeting is open to 
~I. -
TAKE A CHANCE 
The Ithaca College hockey team is currently raising funds for an 
exhibition series in Canada this winter. Last year's team had a very 
successful 7-2 record. The team is raffling off a color television set to 
be given away at their home game against Oswego on December I I. 
If you are interested in buying a chance ($I each), contact any 
hockey player, coach Wilfred McCormack ( Ext. 3321) or the Sports 
Information Office on the third floor of Job Hall ( Ext. 3233 ). 
VARSITY BASKETBALL 
The Ithaca College women's varsity basketball team orientation 
meeting will be held Tuesday Nov. 5 at 7 P.M. in Room PS of the 
Hill Cent'er. All full-time undergraduate women are invited to attend. 
Those who cannot attend or who have questions should sec Dons 
Kostrinsky, Office· 22, Hill Center. 
Stev~ McCourt-(Sophomore 
Health Administration ,major) "I 
really don't know· how I'll get 
the mo,ney' I'll just have tQ work 
harder, that's all. I'll have to .get 
IC ·earns trophies SWIMMERS BEGIN WORK 
a job at school, work vacations 
and the summer too. It seems to 
be happening at all schools, but I 
think-it's going to hurt a lot of . 
-- kidS\-.:because Jt ··, ·seems· that 
. everybQ,?Y is complaining about 
that.'.'' . Tim Carleton-:(Freshman 
Humanities and Sciences ·major) 
. "l'think there are lots-of things 
the students ·can do about it. If 
' they want to organize, they 
-C!Juld organize a student union 
_\ and they could do a lQt of things 
· here. There are lots.of ways that 
' money could be ·cut out of any 
i_nstitution. If you cut down in 
the siz~ of the, administration, 
and if }'.OU ·cut out. a lot of 
-, "-, ... -. - .~ 
. Pam 'Layng--(~-reshman·· 
8-Y. Paula Moscato 
Ithaca's first forensics 
trophies of the year will be on 
display in the PA building next 
week. Leslie Rivkin took the 
trophies for first place in 
Impromptu and fourth place in 
After Dinner Speaking. 
Seven members of Forensics 
went to the· last 'intercollegiate 
tournament, held at Central 
~onnecticut State College. Sue 
Aloisi, Debbie Bernstein, Fane 
Buddington, Eva Heineman 
Michael Levy, Jean Megorden: 
and Leslie 'Rivkin were all 
entered in one or. more 
individual events. Ithaca 
students competed in Oral 
Interpretation of Literature, 
Oral Interpretation ·of Original 
Poetry., Extemporaneous, 
Impromptu, Persuasive, and. 
-~ After Dinner ~peaking. 
Leslie Rivkin came in first of 
37 in ·Impromptu and fourth in 
After Dinner Speaking._ The first 
five in an event are !!ntered-in 
finals: Jean· tvfegorden came in 
sixth and Debbie Bernstein 
seventh· in Oral Interpretation: 
Anyone entered in five or 
: more' . events is'. automatic.lilly 
·, · .• en~ered: in pentathalon. - Leslie 
· ,: Rivkin.tied for third place points 
The synchronized swim club is already starting to work toward its 
annual show, and any!:>ne interested in synchronized swimming is 
invited to join the group - past member or not. The club practices on 
Monday nights at 7: 30 P.M. at the Rill Center pool, and interested 
persons are invited to attend. For further information contact Kathy 
Donq_ugh, Ext. 796 or Debbie Wuest, Ext. 3165, Mill Center Room 
22. 
FOOD NOTES 
Special food services such as picnics, parties, served dining hall 
meals and birthday cakes are available from SAGA. A 48 hour notice 
is required for special food service orders. Arrangements for special 
food services should be made through the Office of Special Events 
by calling Ext. 3~13 .. 
In the case of picnics to be held on a weekend, SAGA asks that 
the food order be made through the Office of Business Services by 
n_oon on Wednesday prior to the weekend. This is necessary for 
ordering purposes. 
REGISTER FOR FREE UNIVERSITY 
The Free University, sponsored by the Office of Campus 
Activities, is now regi~ering those interested in its new series of 
~~_es. Among the offering are beginniµg billiards, (sew easy (a 
sewmg class for beginners), traditional English bobbin· lace, 
photography, massage for relaxation, automechanics, finding one's 
way with clay (pottery) and Samalhi techniques of meditiation (not 
to be confused with Transcendental Meditation as previously listed). 
For further information, contact Marty Rauker at the Off,ice of 
Campus Activities, Egbert Union at Ext. 3149. 
STAFF MEMBERS NEEDED 
Nominations are being accepted for a staff member to serve on 
_ComJ!!Unity Council to replace· Doug Waite who has-been-elected 
. Chairman. ·of- Staff Council. Anyone interested in nominating 
someone or in. self-nomination, please contact lean Costello, Ext. 
Hum~;_and:· Science ·major)'_· 
"I'ii' probably_ go 'here anyway~.;: 
because I _likEtthe- school a lot;_'. 
but if.l_he tµiµ_on. doe~ go tip. that··-: 
much,:it would be· .. up _to my;._ 
fa~her. It .definitely would aff~ct' ,~ 
-a lot -of. peopl(goil'lg' liere now~':· 
th~e:~11 ·be i-num_ber-of people i 
who'JI lt'llWc>'transfer . too .. . ·-
I ' f ' ', /t-~·;=-;. ,:-_,1'·,''"~- '<.:~~. _;,~~~--~; -~~ .. !.;(-:\,)r.r~~-.~: ).-:t ·.J:i!/'L . -) ·\ ~\- : ... ~1;:·1~:.1: ~ .-. 
-· -rn pe'ntat'!,alon. · 3394, . 
( ~~~---'--------- ----- ·• ·------- _j~{ J 
eclit-or1a··1 1riclt or tre11t for IC 
costs. I 
. Rod Serling set a _precedent last week when he returned to the 
college his $500 speakers fee to improve the academic standards of 
Ithaca College. About the same time Student Congress brought up 
the idea of students going out to raise money for the school. 
Th~re seems to be very little class unity at I.C., that old friend of. 
ours "Apathy" (who, by the which, didn't even get his senior picture 
taken) s e e m s to infiltrate almost every member of the : 
· community from the minute they register for- their first semester. 
Let's face it, Ithaca College needs money. It's our college, so we 
in turn are the ones in need of the money. There is a big chance that 
tuition will be going up next year somehwere near the sum of $300. 
There's got to be another way of funnelling money into the college, 
other than by raising tuition. What 1s anyone doing to help, other 
than sitting back and complaining about how much it costs to go 
here. We all want to see the costs of going here stop soaring. One 
way•of doing it would be to use student energy to raise money. 
We have a great number of profitable resources on this campus. 
J1,1st think of the unity that would be involv~_d in planning and 
executing a fund raising project that would help defer tuition 
increases. . I 
- How about rentin2 out the Strand theatre for a weekend (It is' 
closing for a while starting next week) with the proceeds from 
whatever films. going to the college? What· about another carnival 
this time inviting the. downtown residents, and adding coileg; 
concessions? It wouldn't be all work, for you'd not only be 
organizing and planning it, but also attending it. 
We have an orchestra and bands, we have many choral groups. We 
have a drama departm"'nt, we have gymnasts and swimnasts, we have 
c.:ooks and crooks, but we aren't putting them to use. 
Or, what about a supervised Day Care center on campus for 
working mothers downtown. This idea has become very profitable to 
other campuses throughout the country. 
How about concerts by our own musicians to benefit the college? 
How ab.out profiting from c.:ollege and-high school tours of travelling 
- The student ice cream store is a step in this direction in that it 
recycles money from the students into scholarships for.the students. 
dramatic productions? . 
What ever happened to class pride and the senior class upon 
graduation having raised a great deal of money during their four 
years to give some kind of gift to the college. It seems to us that the 
only class gift th_e senior dasses have left in the past were from 
monies that had been taken from the Senior class fund (Which is 
given a budget from Student Congress every year,) as well as 
donations from other organizations to help the group defray the 
There are many other. ideas and other ways of students making 
money for the college's need and use: Sorry, though, the idea of 
raffling Leah Fackos off was already suggested and ,turned down. 
We have to keep in mind this is our college and our education. 
Hopefully when we graduate we won't give money to the school 
earmarked for a fountain or a rock. But time is of the essence. Let's 
use our time, energies, and talents to help defray the costs of this 
expensive education if we can. 
p·hysical abise at Cornell 
By Bill Nemuth, Class of '78 concrete steps of the hall. It is worthwhile for the Corn'ell Concert 
Commission to distinguish which is more important: their peace of 
~,or the phy~ical security of those who fina~ce and participate in 
the concerts which the commission is responsible for bringing._With 
2000 frustrated people trying to pass through one door there was 
and will be, physical bodily abuse. 1 firmly believe the/ Cornell 
Concer,t Commission should reevaluate their concert procedure 
before a much more damaging scene is created. I see no reason how a 
number of people peacefully waiting in the concert hall could 
hamper the efficiency of the commission in their preparation for the 
musicians. The sound system cannot be regulated anyway, without 
the crowd present, due to the difference of the acoustics of a full 
and empty hall. By Jetting the mass in early; by being honest in. 
tellin~ the crowd when they will be allowed to enter the hall; by 
allowing th~m to. ~nter thro,uiµi more ~h:an one of the five qoors, 
much of this physical and mental abuse can, and will be alleviated . 
Taj Mahal and the Ramsey Lewis Trio rocked the Bailey Hall in a 
c.:onc.:ert last Saturday with a number of innovative blues and of 
JaZL-hlues numbers. For those who withstood the abuse of waiting 
outside the c.:onc.:ert hall in 40 degree weather in a mass of crowding 
,inxious people, the conc.:ert was worthwhile. But how many will 
return tor another close of bodily abuse? i\ representative from the 
Comm1s~1on told the c.:rowd the doors would open at 7 :00. Why, 
then. were they not opened until 7:35'! Why was the crowd ushered 
through only one of-the 5 doors"'! It would haye been a simple and 
cff1c.:1cnt procedure to let the c.:rowcl m even at 6: 30; either to let 
them visit in Lhe halls, or to allow them to find the seats they 
desircu. It may have c.:auscd the concert commission and the security 
forc.:c to he more alert in their job - but iC also would have kept the. 
peac.:c ol mind and hody of those thousands waiting on the cold 
... 
etters live-thirty A.M. (or in between), I will continue to hope in divine, poetic justice: perhaps God will drop a quarter-keg from heaven, 
and knock . these inconsiderate 
louts insensible. Writing IO l for next semester. 
Tht:n. of c.:ourse, on page 256 
• the editor docs what every 
yearbook editor does-blame~ 
To the s1aff and editor of the the entire mess · on her staff, 
1974 Cayugan I wherever you wh1c.:h has 3 pages of individual 
photos with those quizzkal 
quips underneath anyway. 
Cayugan Robin Fisher 
3028 Terrace 38 
Coming Next Week: The 
founding of the world's fITst 
Trappist . fraternity! All those 
interested, kindly write - do not 
call. 
are): 
( ·011gratulJl1on~. Y <lll have 
,uccecded in bringing ou-t thl' 
most high ,d10ol styled. poorly 
written yearbook ever printed. ·1t 
1s ea~y to understand why the 
Cayugan always comes out after 
lhl' seniors graduate. You're 
lucky they didn't sec that 
potpourri of c.:ollegt· c.:orn while 
they st!II were hnl" 
The cover looks like 
~omctlung off a I'> S ;'i spaceman 
comic.: hook. hut that ·s only a 
hcginning. Thl' first page has a 
. nondcsc.:r1 pt ,hlJck-and-wlutc 
photo. anu ··Pamela 
Moycr--l:ditor .. printed in l'ic.:a 
typc at bottom right I her 3-hy-5 
picture is later to c.:ome ). 
• While .onc flips through those 
many pages of true c.:ollege life 
candid photos ( note the drinking 
f o u n t a i n a n cl t o i l et. , pgs _ 
122-231. 1t 1s easy to see 
something 1s nussmg. Ithaca 
Coll~ge is recognized as havmg 
om: of the finest music.: schools 
m the East.- yet the 1974 IC 
yearbook has not one pkture of 
a musical organization m it (44 
pages are devoted to sports). 
Also missing arc most of the 
,fraternities and sororities. 
The handwritten commentary 
which runs through the 
yearbook reminds the reader of 
old junior prom themes,'and the 
, person who wrote the captions 
for· those cute candid shots 
should see _,jbout Humorous 
But wait, maybe it's not that 
had. After all, there arc six 
pictures of !'resident Plullips 
I tlrnt 's six ti mes more than I ever 
~aw him on c.:ampus), and of 
c.:ourse. three pic.:turcs (in color 
no less) of our wonderful 
Vegetarian 
To The Editor: fountain. 
Next year, underclassmen will Vegetarians from around the 
he cxpec.:tecl to pay $4.00 for the world will gather on the 
yearbook. What about it 
seniors--will the- 1975 Cayug3n 
look the same·1 
Sincerely, 
Kevin Cary 
Terrace I 2A·. Rm. 107 
Dorm noise 
To the Editor: 
University of Maine at Orono 
· campus August 16-28, 1975, for 
the first gathering of the World 
Vegetarian Congress ever held in 
the western hemisphere. 
This will be the :!3rd 
international meeting of the 
66-year-old organization which 
last met in 1973 in 
Ronneby/Brunn, Sweden. The 
Orono campus was selected as 
the site of the first meeting of 
the Congress in North America 
at a meeting here in late summer 
of the International Council, the 
It strikes me as being governing body of the 
somewhat ironic that certain International Vegetarian Union, 
c.: a mpus organizations, whi'ch and the board of trustees of the 
espouse devotion to "social ~or th American Vegetarian 
service", frustrate their lofty .Society. 
ideals by violating the peace, and Among the IVU officials 
disturbing the sleep. of their ', present were its president, Dr.' 
fellow Terrace residents. Gordon Latta of London. and 
_ Alti1ough I prom1ise not to act 
.on· my cruel and hostile fantasies 
of 'personally throttling each 
_member of Phi Epsilon Kappa, 
Delta Kappa, Delta Phi Zeta, 
etc., whom I hear chortling 
songs and obscenities at one . .or · 
the general secretary, Brian 
Gunn-King of North Ireland. 
· H. Jay Dinshah of Malaga, 
N.J .. is president of -the North. 
American Vegetarian Society 
which · will be host for · the 
meeting._ Dinshah said he 
expected· several- thousand 
vegetarian society members from 
all over the world would attend 
the congress. 
world, doctors and expert lay 
speakers and teachers on the 
vegetarian way of life. Related 
subject.s- such as organic 
gardening, simple living ad 
homesteading, natural health 
methods and raising a healthy 
vegetarian family will be part of 
the program. 
J?inshah said the meetings, 
which will include classes 
seminars and discussion gro~p~ 
in addition to the main 
educational sessions, will present 
an opportunity for 
people _interested in 
vegetarianism, as well as 
practicing vegetarians, to learn 
about the different facets of this 
The ethical and moral, 
scientific and nutritional, 
humanitarian, economic and 
ecological aspects of 
vegetarianism will be explored 
by some of the prominent 
speakers. 
life style. , 
The program itself will run 
for a full week and will include 
represei:,.tatives -from dozens of 
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- .... •:. 
By John B. Harcourt, Professor of English 
The Library is perhaps Ithaca College's most undervalued asset. 
Repeatedly, we hear complaints about its inadequacies. Once a 
student wrote an indignant letter to The Ithacan in which she 
described it as a lovely building "with absolutely no books". (We 
had, in fact, something in excess of a hundred thousand . .volumes at 
th~ time she was writing.) 
As I guide visitors around our campus, nothing gives me more 
pride than to show them our Library. Physically, in its utilization of 
internal and external space, it makes the using of books a sheer 
delight. And, having examined many college libraries, 1 can say that 
for those areas In_ which 1 have professional competence, it would be 
hard to find s <;> useful a col~ection of books for undergraduate 
teaching, Many of my colleagues in other disciplines can substantiate 
this claim. 
Much more than building and books is involved, of course. Ithaca 
College enjoys the services of a superb Librarian in Leo Rift. I have 
heen a close library-watcher here for more than twenty years, and 
-the collection has never been in greater order, the essential 
operations more efficiently performed, the staff more effectively 
organized as a working team. My own research and the work of my 
students would he next to impossible without such assistance 
( particularly from, the rderence libra,rians, to whom 1 bring at least 
one problem every working day). 
There is an area, however, in whfch progress remains to be made. 
That is in co'lllmunkation between the Library and the faculty as a 
collective. body. 111 a college such as ours, the Library, is not a 
depository of research materials; it is not just a data-retrieval system. 
Rathl~r. it exists specifically and exclusively to reinforce the 
educational programs of this institution. And since the carrying out 
of these programs is primarily a faculty responsibility, library policy 
mu~t he aware of, and responsive to, the faculty's understanding of 
its profcssi,onal goals. 
Let me proceed to specific matters, some of them relatively small, 
others of major significance. 
I) /\. certain number of hooks is stolen each year. Some time after 
! he loss is recognized, the cards are withdrawn from the catalog. No 
cflort has ever-heen made to circulate a list of missin'g books among 
the faculty. Yet many of us have had the frustrating experience of 
- trying to put a volume we "knew was there" on reserve only to learn 
that it i~ no longer eµrt ~f the collection. 
TIIE FACULTY SHOULD II/\. VE THE CHANCE TO INDICATE 
WIIETIIER REPLACEMENT IS IMPORTANT' OR EVEN 1 
URGENT. 
2) All libraries must prune their holdings from time to time. BUT 
TIIIS MUST BE/\. JOINT OPERATION OF THE LIBRARY STAFF 
/\.NU TIIE FACULTY. One of my colleagues, who has spent years 
huild111g up the holding.~ in· his specialty, was horrified to see a copy 
or an important volume removed and offered for sale in the lobby. 
llis impulse. he said, was to lmy"ii"(for a qiiartefl 1and offer it ba..:k 
to the Library. Another profe~sor told me that he knew of instances 
111 wh11.:h e,!rlicr editions had been discarded even when there were 
cxce!!ent pedagogical reasons for keeping them along with the 
subsc4ucnt editions. 
3) This summer, I looked for a hound volume of a recent year of 
College English, only to he told that the Library was no longer 
keeping vohiines heyond the current year or two if the periodical 
was availahk on microfilm. No fa1.:ulty member I have talked to 
knew that such a policy exists. 
I understand the problems of space a_nd the cost of binding 
sdwlarly 1ournals. Nevertheless. my students use hooks far more 
readily than microforms, and I am not the only faculty member who 
believes, as a matter ol educational principle, that 1t is of the utmost 
importance for a student to hold a book in his hands rather than mere -
\y gaze at shadows projected on a screen_l(For rnuc_h_the same reasons, 
I shq_uld prefer a steak to a capsule of equal nutnt1onal value.) 
MAYBE TIIE ERA OF THE Ml('ROFORM IS UPON US, AND 
WE SHOULD BE TRAINING STUDENTS TO LIVE WITHOUT 
BOOKS. BUT IF TIIIS IS SO. I SHOULD PREFER THAT THE 
DECISION BE MADt WITII TIIE FACULTY. 
4 I Wl11:n the present Library was planned ( for a College much 
:.mailer than the one we now have, incidentally), it was anticipated 
that five floor., would serve our needs for the rest of this century. 
The administration lopped off two of these, but assured us that they 
would he added as soon as funds became available. Now we are 
undertaking a Campus Center, two floors of which will house .. the 
Instructional Resources Center, the Office of .Career Plans, the 
scattered sections of the Applied Writing Program, and a variety of 
student-fai:ulty oriented fa..:ilities including an art gallery,, seminar 
rooms. experimental dassrooms. lounges and multipurpose rooms··. 
We go on to read, in this news release. that "the second, third, and 
fourth floors will be the new Library", and are thus braced for the 
inevitable bombshell: "Long range plans call for a collection of 
appro~imately 3~0,000 hard cover volumes, plus a greatly expanded 
collection of nucroforms and related library materials". Not one 
faculty member I have questioned knew agout this ceiling; the Dean 
of the School of Humanities and Sciences stated that it was news to 
him. 
Obviously, this is a decision of the greatest moment for our 
teaching and learning, yet one in which the faculty collectively 
played no direct role. When we reach 300,000 books, do we stop 
buying? Or do we throw away one book for each new one bought? 
ff we buy the works of a current philosopher in 1980 will he 
displace Aristotle, or merely the pre-Socratics7_ The New Y~rk'Times 
of_. October 23, l 974, contained the chilling report that the 
Milwaukee Library already buries 40,000 books a year in a land-fill.· 
A CEILING ON LIBRARY HOLDINGS IMPOSES LIMITS ON 
EDUCATION AT ITHACA COLLEGE. WHAT MORE PRESSING 
MATTER COULD THE FACULTY AS A BODY HAVE TO 
DISCU_SS? 
5). To return ~o a point touched upon earlier, the original 
planning_ for the L1~ra_ry emphasized the qualities of openness and 
beauty, m the conviction that the physical housing for our books. 
plays an important role i~ the educational use we make of them. 
Admittedly, the Library is sometimes overcrowded, and we all know 
that the temperatures soar in early spring. Nevertheless, I have not 
seen an undergraduate library that makes the reading of books more 
inviting. 
Yet this free space is fast disappearing. Those who have visited 
the th~rd floor in recent weeks may well have been dismayed at the 
extension of the stacks into the central reading area. The catalog has 
long been a bottleneck, and the enclosed exhibit near the circulation 
desk is claustrophobic. Yet these changes are, I fear, only a preview 
of the shape o( things to come, as more and more books are crowded 
into less and less space, with even, it is rumored the open stairwells 
partially closed. over. Unless loud and angry prot~sts are heard there 
is real danger that a working Library will become a wareho'use of· 
books. 
The Assistant Provost assures me that there ·is an "unstated 
policy" to the effect that "should demand for a collection in excess 
of ~00,000 volumes materialize, the space wouJd eventually be 
dedicated to that need". The interesting words are demand and 
event_ually. It is my personal, conviction that if the Instructional 
~esources ~enter and the Library come under one roof, the Library 
1s sure to be the loser, unless faculty and students make their voices 
heard. 
To sum up, great colleges and universities have existed without 
Ins~.ructional_Resources Centers, without art galleries, without 
Offices of Career' Plans or Applied Writing Centers. None, to my 
knowledge, has ever existed without a library. 
We must therefore reaffirm the functional relationships between 
our Lib~a~y and ou~ educational missions. We must make certain 
t~at dec1s1ons regarding the Library are made, not just in terms of 
fmanc~s, or space, or even grants, but in terms of the integrity of our 
educat10nal programs. 
The facult~, as a body, has failed to assert its leadership in this 
regard. The Library Coi:nmittee is minimally operative; it does not 
report to the faculty; Library policy is not presented for collective 
faculty debate and action in those areas where instruction is 
concerned. 
I accept the justice of the accusation that I should ha~e written 
t_hes~ paragraph~ a_ year or more ago. As much might be said of my 
colleagues. But _it 1s equally true that neither the administration nor 
tha~. '.'de~ocrat1c centralism"' of governance through hearings and 
declSlons-m-council has encouraged us to address ourselves as a 
faculty, to these crucial issues. ' 
11..'t~ SMOKE &z., ~ 
~-tr - qO,... 
~ co,,,plete p111ty store ~ 
mt1gt1z ines pt1JJ1rs 
tobacco cigarettes liJ/Jters 
124 w. •tote / 
ampus Center holdings~ PhilHps said. "The new 
Center will provide adequate 
book capacity for our 
enrollment of approximately 
4,000 undergraduates for at least 
the next IO yeats. By combining 
all instructional resources in the 
new center we can inc..9rporate 
books and all other sources of 
information in one reference 
center." 
now squeezed into 
quarters in the Egbert 
,·011 Ti111J.<!d fi·o/11 pa,~"<!. i. · 
house not only the library 
,ollectio'n but also the 
Instructional Resources Center, 
the Office of Career Plans. the 
,catiered sections of the Applied 
Writing Progra1n: and a variety 
nf st u den t-foculty oriented 
fJcilities inclutling an :a'rt gallery' 
~eminar rooms, exp·erimental 
dassroqms. lounge, .. and 
multi-purpose room. , 
"The Center' will· strengthen 
Ithaca College,'' President 
Phillips said;- ·'by linking 
together the creative •. scholarly 
tnergies of' students and faculty 
m ways new to us and .P.erlJ,aps 
to any campus." . 
The College Library, ·now IO. 
YearS old~ . is .filled almost to 
capacity - with its 230,000 
.. - .. ,. ' -:,· 
The ground floor of the 
Library will be changed. There 
will' be· a lounge, multipurpose 
and seminar rooms i'l the new 
centen.. where stuc.ents and 
faculty can meet. Faculty 
fllembers participating with 
students from all divisions of the 
College in the Applied Writing 
Program will have adequate-
laboratory and study space:- · 
The O(fice of Career PI.~s, 
.where students can be 
challenged and helped ·in career 
planning, will occupy 
quadrupled space on the ground 
floor of the Center. 
_ The new Library will be the 
second, third and fourth floors 
in the Center. They will be in 
the pattern of the present 
second and third floors of the 
Library. 
The fifth floor of the new 
Center will be offices for the 
Instructional Resources 
C'ente~(fRC} with room for a 
film and cassette library. The 
additiol!al space will enable the 
I RC to begin new activities in 
support of teaching and learning· 
such as the videotaping and 
recoi::ding of lectures and the· 
establishment of· audio-tutorial 
te~ching programs. · 
,: .. ', 
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Taj Mahal .... What -h3ppelled·to the-·btues? 
By The Freeport ~rganization 
This past Saturday nite Bailey Hall was the site 
of two inconsistent performances by two fine1 
bands. The nit'e started late, with the Ramsey 
L-ewis Trio, a last minute substitute for Minnie 
Riperton. The Trio consists of an upright bass, 
drums, and Ramsey Lewis at keyboards. The irio 
played six numbers plus an encore. During their 
hour and fifteen minute set they covered many 
types of music: blues, pop, rock, jazz, and funk. 
All the numbers were well received; expecially the 
blues ones and tlfeir special Stevie Wonder Medley. 
With their m·usic they have the ability to put 
you 10 any mood, and they did. 1 The only 
drawback was that someti[fles tlie mood woul~ 
smk almmt to the point of boredom, at which 
time they would pick up the tempo and save us all. 
After a th1rty minute break, marked by some 
technH:al problems. Taj Mahal came on stage. He 
~tarted his hour and forty-five minute set with 
four ~olo numbers on the guitar. 
All four were good time country-blues, which 
proved to he the high points of the night. All four 
songs brought on mass audience participation in 
the form of singing, clapping, and just plain getting 
CAYUGM.S ARRIVE 
The I <)74 Cayugan has <1mvc<l and may he picked up in the 
Student Congress Office from 11 to I and 6 to 7:30 today and 
tomorrow. A.II yearbooks must he pic_ked up during this time. 
BEER BLAST 
1'1 Theta Nu will sponsor a heer blast-movie night on Saturday, 
Novemher <J, from 7:30 P.M. to I :00 A.M. in the Union Cafeteria. In 
order to gel a change of pace from the regular beer blasts, Pi Nu has 
added movies lo the evening's entertainment-the Marx Brothers, 
Laurel and I lardy. and others. 'fhe movies will be shown mid-way 
through the dan<.:e. Admission is S 1.00 and drafts are $.25. The 
<.:olleg•: <.:ommunily is mvite<l to attend. 
HUY TRt\OE SELL!!! 
.\/-.II' 11\J) ltS/:J) fllRf\/"/'llN.t 
I 111,1, ,1. '\,·11 '<>11-. l~X:,O 
l,',J/11/1 I I J,,,, ,,, !''''/' till/ ;•/J 1H,o:> 
MIDNIGHT MADNESS 
UP to 50% 'OFF 






"It's an excellent program, 
highly educational-in more ways 
than in the classroom, and I 
strongly recommend it t9 any 
student who can arrange to go." 
This is a quote from one of 
the students who studied at the 
Ithaca College London Center 
last spring. Other stu'dents have 
described the program as 
'academically stimulating', 'a 
growing experience', and 'great'. 
Most students recoinmend the 
program and feel that 'anyone is 
crazy not to go.' 
The Ithaca College London 
Center, as many students already"'-
know, was started in l 97J and 
since that time almost 300 
Ithaca College students have_ 
taken advantage of the 
opportunity to study_ in London. , 
Ithaca College leases a building 
in the center of London and 
into. the music. This was the Taj Mahal we had 
come .to see, the man who could sing about 
cocaine and· champagne '.anti have .everyone sing -
along with, him. After these first four · solo 
.~umbers, Taj introduced his band. Five men 
~omprise the""'drum, conga, bass, guitar and brass 
·ensemble. Together-with the band, Taj proceeded 
to· play ten more numbern, including an encore. 
These numbers consisted mainly of blues, jazz, and 
plenty of regaee: 
· , Four of them, "Blackjack D!!,vey", "Why Did 
You Have to Desert Me?",. "Cajun Waltz", and 
"Johnny Too Bad", are from-his new album t,to' 
Roots. The others were from various older albums. 
· - .Over the course of these ten- numbers Taj 
·showed his musical ability by playing various 
instruments; all .of which he played quite well. 
Although musically Taj and the band played quite 
well on these songs, we were rather disappointed 
. ... with the arrangements. His new songs suffered 
little from· his live· arrangements; but his old ~lues 
just weren't the same, especially with brass added. 
All in all, the concert as a whole was 
worthwhile; with the frequent high points making 
up for the occasional dragging. 
In closing we have on-e question, what happed 
t_p the Blues, Taj? 
recommend London 
redecorated the building to suit 
its· needs. It contains numerous 
classrooms, administrative 
offices, a study room,. and a 
Common Room where students 
can gather between or after 
classes. 
The London Center offers 
courses in the Humanities and 
Sciences area. There are several 
courses offered in English and 
history as well as sociology' 
education, politics, drama, and 
art history. The courses tend to 
cover the 19th century during 
the fall semester, and the 20th 
century during the spring 
semester. Ithaca College also 
offers special programs during 
the fall semester in the areasof 
business, communications, music 
and drama. 
The classes -at the London 
Center are kept small; 
consequently there is_ a greater 
opportunity to .develop a good 
student-professor ·rapport. The 
atmosphere of the school itself 
tends to be very friendly and the 
students become quite close to 
each other. 
Overall, the program is 
academically, socially, and 
culturally so~d, and most 
students feel that their 
experience of living and studying 
in London was invalua_ble. As 
one student described her -
experience in London,-
"Experience is the best teacher, 
and I learned more in ,London 
that I did in 3 years at Ithaca 
College in New York." 
If anyone · is i.11terested in 
learning more about the London 
Center, the Foreign Study Office· 
announces that Mr. Edward 
Vincent,' Director _!?f Foreign 
continued on.page 13 
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. u n d e r t a k e n b. y t h e 
administration and s~d'ent body 
to bring in money from other 
sources. He also felt that 
improving the faculty was only 
part of the job required t9 raise 
the school's academic 
,reputation, and that the other 
part had to come from a student 
effort to im,prove the schoql. 
0 n e w a y which is being 
considered to involve students in 
the propam to improve the 
College-is in the form of a 
··· project to be .undertaken with 
cooperation of the school of 
communications .. Ideas of 
producing either a film or a slide 
Boutiq"'e· ~evo:te'd 
Exc_hisiv:ely 
· show of I.C, are being discussed. · 
This visual· display -cou_ld act to 
show potential · students and 25c CANS ,-,_ <}o.n.~Jl,>)::~ ;-4'~q.~.e~··,_of · the 
opportunities and iacililies that 
, the school Ii.as to offer, - , o·F BEER:_._ No, defjnite course of action 
has ye{ been decided:on by the 
.fu.tecutive' ·B~ard, but·, "they- have .. to IMPOR.TS 
--OPEN: ~y 1hru ~ 1'.9:111 P;M 
SinlaystlB:IIIIPM 
., . expfessed-.-a need ror-.··student 
. · . _ -support _of._ any· pi:offemn they Apple_ smashes · .- -~_:· ~dl?~!~~i-st~a~e~·\ ·. 
-·. »tt  
·- - ,:- . ):~J!t.lj,?.fi,~j~ 
- ; l ,,JeJ,,6. -·.' . 
.,. :/ ··:THE·,··_· .. 
. .-PLANTATION 
·- :• ' ::·. -:· .t· •. 
rbrectShalmr :::~:1=.;.n:~-;; ... ;;.; · ' .. o.·_;u ..;_G-·-:o .. U<I·: .·: 21.5 
·- !OlJTIClUE F.~lONS 'CORTlANDVILU:MAl.l -- ·:, ~-
'----------------~ 
E. Se·n e c:a , .. :: (; 
,,. ~ ~ ' - . .. 
-··. -
• • - • I • • 
· .. ~ ~- :::,-_ .~:.'::.::: :.;: r .. ~~~,::\ .. : ;_.t·-:.!~1r:r~ >i~t1t::. 
··'~·- .. "). 
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By Anne Conable tangled up in assumed identities, Bethea (Music '78), Pamela Bilik fa_mily curses-, 'misguided (English '76), and Karen Phillips, 
marriage proposals, and 1974 graduate of the Music 
Gilbert and Sullivan are alive reformed personalities. All is at · Schoof. Orcutt stated the. he 
and well and living in Ithaca, last resolved in a ·grand and wishes that "more IC people· 
-N..Y.! The triumphant chorusi:s glorio·us "happy epding", would · part_icipate in the 
of !his ~loved pair: will once complete- with country· ga".otte Savoxards; it's such fun_ and a. 
aga1~ ~mg out -1(1 Statler and the promise of ma~rimoniaL great.Fay to meet all d1ffere~t 
Aud1tonum as the . Cornell bliss. - ~kinds of people.,'' 
Savoyards present Ruddigore on ' The Cornell Savoyards was It must be emphasized that 
November 8,. 9, and 10. · originally chartered in 1954 as the Savpyards is open to the 
Al thpugh one o~ the an organization of the University entire Ithaca Community and all 
lesser·k~own op_~rettas m· ~he but it is now-an independent and a re cordially invited to 
Gilbe~t-_an~ Sullivan repertoire, self-supporting ~ommunity participate in the semi-annu~ 
'ltuddigore . offers · an elegant tradition. The uniqueness of the ,productions. Over the years, this 
scor·e, . mock melod_r~ma . group is its wide'cliyersity; its has become a favorite Ithaca 
encompas~ing a satirical membership currently includes pastime and an experience 
subsbuctI.ue,, the . ~ charm C o r n e 11 _/graduate and certainly not to be missed by 
of an English f1Sbing_ village, ~nd undergraduate students in nearly veteran and novice Gilbert and 
an irresistably logi~al _ endµlg every field of study~ professors Sullivan fans. Auditions for th~ 
based on legal semantics. - . _ of statistics and Southeast Asian Spring operetta will be ~~e melodram_ahc ,history, housewives, secretaries, announced in early December, 
prerequ1s1tes are· obvtous, and businessmen. The Ruddigore with production slated for next 
- . p~rticularly in terms of st?ck entourage also includ.es a March. . 
characters: the breezy ~ailor number of Ithaca College Performances of Ruddigor~ 
'home from the sea, the s~mple · students: Musical Director Paul are at 8; 15 on November 8 and 
village maiden, a WlC~ed Surface (musicgradstude:rit),set 9, and at 7:15 on November JO. 
baronet, the . bashful country designer Stephen Moorman Tickets -are $2.50 and may be 
farmer, and his trusted servant. (Drama '76), and cast members puchased at the Willard Straight 
The added attractions of a dozen David Orcutt (Music '78), Linda Box Office (Cornell) or by 
ex 1,1 be rant pro U: s s ion al Miskosky {Music '77), John' calling 256-34~0. 
IC students featured in the Cornell Savoyards' _cast for 
Ruddigore include (I. to r.) Stephen. Moorman, David 
Orcutt, John Bethea, Pamela Bilik, Linda Miskosky, and 
Anne E. Conable. 
bridesmaids and a picture gallery 
·oT re-animated ancestors are 
~N & ·5 
'continued from page 2 
concerning H & S. 
Finlay urges - interested· 
stu·dents to contact eithe,t 
himself or professor John Ryan, 
in Muller Faculty Center. He 
also stresses that students are 
welcome to attend both groups' 
meetings. Grotip A meets 4 P.M. 
Mondays in the Board -Room at 
Job Hall, with Group B meeting 
4 P.M. Wednesdays in the same 
room. A genefal meeting 
concerning the change in liberal 
education will be .held November, .. _ 
7 at 4 P.M. in the Board Room. 
•• 
Hu.-ry up and nieet De Kuyper's-Sloe. Gin. 
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De Kuyper.'s Sloe Gin_ is a v~ry d_iflerent, very or mixed with just about anything. For start~rs, 
• 
1 fl d ust sweet enough just try any of the recipes below. De Kuypers delict0us ,1queur, avore_ J . . Sloe-Gin- "sloe" with an_ "e," not a "w_" by the sloe berry. You can ta_ke 1t on the rocks 
Abominable Sloeman Sloe Ball ,Sloe Joe 
Pour 2 oz. De Kuyper Sloe Combine 1-½ oz. De Kuyper Shake 2 oz. [?e Kuyper_S!oe 
Gin over ice cubes in a tall Sloe Gin, orange juice and~ Gtn an~ 1 o_z. of lemo!'1 J~~ce 
I Add · rare Top· the juice of ¼ lime. Pour well w_1th ,ce. Strain into 
~i~~sa twisP~~:mo11'and over ice cubes. Stir well. ... cocktail gla~s or pour over 
. · stirgently:Ser;vewithstraw. Garnish wit~ lime wedge. rocks. Garnish with cherry . 
. ' . . . ,.,. 
SI~ G,n 60 Proo! P<odUCI ol u· SA John o·~ l<uyper and ~n. New ~orl<. New Vo•k 
• • • .,.., • ~ • I ~ 
• • ' ' ~ I• '• • <t'lt,."',; 
• 
' 
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FROM THE BECINNING 
"The Instrumentals of the Rack and Roll Era" wllJ be 
the subject of "From the Beglnolng" on Sunday 
November 3 from 3·6 P.M. on WICS-AM: The program 
will take a look at the Instrumental hits of rock and rOII, 
all the songs without words, works of all the great 
Instrumentalists, from Herb Alp~rt, to Deodato, to the 
early twang guitar style of Dua·ne Eddy, wlll be featu~ed. 
PROBE 
"Death:· Does Religion Have a Response" will be the 
subject of this week's edition .of "Probe" on WICB·AM 
and FM. Join host Phil Lloi on Saturday November 2, at 
11 A.M. on WICB~M and on Sunday, November 3, at g 
--A.M. ori WICB-AIIII, as he will·discuss a consideration of 
-the fear, terror, humor. and possible religious response of 
de.rttr. 
ONE OFA KIND 
lfene Yellan's "One of a Kind" will s-potlight Ms. 
Aretha Franklin on Saturday, November 2 at 12:15 I\.M. 
on WICB,FM. Hear the sounds, "Lady Soul" like 
"Respect", "Rock Steady" and more as well as the story 
'->f Aretha"s rise to the.top. That's the National Award 
winning "One of a Kind". 
SPEAKING OF I.C. 
This week host Fre<:l Raker speaks .with Director of 
Safety Lou W1th1am at -12 noon on WICB-AM. Tune I!) 
this Sunday for "Speaking of LC." 
ITHACA HAPPENINGS 
Rod Serling, the renowned- television writer and 
personality WIii i.,e the guest on th1S Week's edition Of 
"Ithaca Happenings" on Friday, November 1, at 6:15 ' 
PM on WI CB-FM. Join host Roger Chiocchi as Mr. 
-s~rl;ng'~ motivations as a writer and h1s vi~ws· of the 
contemporary mass media will be discussed. 
' 
n,e Jollow111K " Ill<' hroadcast schedule for. Sunday 
eve•1111K, Nm·emher .I, I <J7-I. 
8:00 News Scene·--host Andy Vogel brings together all 
the facts on various local issues. This week;- a report on 
campus rel1g1ous hie and school spirit m the '70's are 
focused on, 
8: 15 All Kinds of People---Mr, W<1yne Reeves joins 
host Chuck S1~ertsen to d,scuss Alpha House, Ithaca's 
residential drug rehabilitation center. 
B: 30 Consumer I nsight···district attorney candidates 
Leonard Snow and Herbert Warren conclude the second 
of a two part series on the upcoming O,strict Attorney_ 
Race. 
9:00 The Brass Quintet·--music professors :James Ode, 
Herbert Mueller, Jack Covert. Frank Brown and James 
Lmn, comprising the l'thaca College Faculty Brass Quintet 
enchant you with therr composi,trons ranging from the 
Baroque to the trad1tro·na1. 
9:30 Making of the president, '76·--a satirical look at 
the presidency and at the election process in general. 
233 Elmir .. Rd 
· AMERICAN FOOD: 
I 18--W. STATE- ST .. 
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By Kenneth. Olin · '· · · · 
· ten years, they depict .the potential of filth. in 
I cannot recall ~ever' being as profoundly . order to effect action. One· need only listen to · 
affected by a record as I have been ·by-the newest "Gimme Sllelter" or "Sweet Bla~k-.~gel"·(which, 
release from the RQlling Stones; lt~s Only Rock'.~ i~cidentally, is about Angela Davis). to'See the 
Roll. The album -has· been in my posession for · tremendous social-oonsciousness- of"the group_ But -
almost a ·week now .and I am still frightened by its the" Stones- ai;e no differen_t than oth,er artists ·.like · 
implications.. . · - · . . · - Lenny Bruce,·James J~yce_;· or S~ephen_Cr~!le;~h~ _-
. Musically "the record surpasses all expectations. have been misinterpreted· by society s moral.. -
After "Goats Head Soup", the apex..,oqhe Sones' marshalls. Qui: society's· puritanical moralists (a~ 
raunch, my expectations were-:-'admittedJ.y low, It's neat as ·any" ..anal.- retentiv~s) have. mistakingly·. 
Only Rock 'n · Roll is not merely a better album . believed th¢ Stones to be-vene~ting decadenc~. , 
than the aforementioned though, it is an The problem is ·rooted ~uch deep-er than this, 
exceptional exampl~ of the band's.capabilities. 'however. Mick Jagger has been spitting at u,s~from 
They seemed to -have resolved any difficulti~ the stage for. almost ten -years an'd we~h~ve le_t him. 
which. may have arisen from haying two supre_melr - We have ·a1so· misinterpreted their intent~O!!~'Ye . 
talented guitarists with different styles. lnst~ad of · . · · · · · '~-, '. · ·- --·- - .· 
using· electronic fuzz and buzz to combine. the_ have tried to live vicariously through their seeming 
music of Keith Richards arid Mick Tc1ylor, they - lack of · any concern and their ability to1 'express 
have written songs which require the presence of contempt for the things we. all detest. :"But the 
Qoth styles. The product is. an album· filled with _: Stones have wanted us· to rebell with· them .. not 
tight renditions 9f complex rhythm and- blues. through them. - ~ . · .. - . ,._ 
The St(?nes have-also proven on this album that -Underlying the descriptions of raunchy living_ 
they have not.exhausted their imaginative energies. -habits, dissatisfacti~n, re~ellion, -and exile on ..t!ri5 
new album is the fear . of .pe~_ecution. Some .-
"Luxury··· isas· good an examvle of ha!d core ~ uld 
Stones' funk as anything on .Sticky Fingers. "Till interesting lyrics from. the title 'track;_ "If I co 
stick a knife .down deep in my heart, suicide right the· next goodbye" is as poignant in its depiction 
of their transient life styles as anything .. on Let It_ on stage, would it be.-enough;for your teenage 
l d lust'? would it-help to ease the pain'?" Bleed. "Short and Cur!ies" is as freewhee ing an It is a dangerous thing for an artist to explicitly 
vulgar as anything oi:i Exile On ~ain St. or Goats commuriicat~ disrespect 'for nis _own .. creative Head Soup. In essence then, It's.Only Roel,( 'n Roll 
1s the Rolling Stones doing their rock 'n roll as ability. ·It's Only Rock 'n Roll is ·hard1Y a title 
. well as they have done it.for a very long time. filled witn strength and conviction. If they don't 
It is olwiously not the music on It's Only Rock care about their music then why should we'? But 
'n Roll which is distressing me. It is the emotional the Stones' are not insulting their music; they ar~ 
and intelle~tual concept behind the album which is insulting their audiences for th'is inability to 
disturbing. · appreciate anything of complex substance. It's 
There are probably no other groups, past or Only Rock 'n Roll is implicitly an adi:nittance of. 
present, which are as self-conscious as the Stones. _ weariness and a resignation of responsibilrty to 
Almost every song"written by Jagger 'and Richards society. I believe the Stones' have wanted us to 
has been about themselves or their 'decadent' life prevent_ them from making obsce'ne gestures our 
styles. Perhaps this· is why_ many people !1ave way for years. We haven't, because we ar'e a. 
mistakingly believed them to· be void of discipline' generation born from .the womb or complacency. 
and morality. lf you like
0
the Rolling Stones yo~ will probably 
Unlike the.Jefferson Airplane of old, the Stones buy their new album, greedily lfok the cellophane 
chose t_o disrupt society-·· by making their off the cover, 9!1-d put it on very loud. If you don't 
contemporaries as uncomfortable - as possible. like- the Sto~es you won't buy the album ,and 
Instead of offering .optimistic, revolutionary~ c.onsider it-no great loss. After all, it's only rock'~ 
solutions to the confusion and problems of the last roll. 
There's· a mad Rabbi q,t il,e' Je~p1e 
/ 
craziness and mindle_ss slapsti.ck going ~ that any / 
By Steve S.wart2:_ message is bound to_be muddled. -
It's been a long time since I've seen such a crazy I know some people are going to find· De 
film as The Mad Adventwes of Rabbi Jacob. In Fumes' repeate~ attempts at facial schtick to 
the. tradition of American. screen comics Woody become somewhat· tiring ··after ·tne' first few.,. 
Allen and Mel Brooks, with a certain hint of contortions. He ·15 of ·the 'Lou Costello School of 
Fr'eni:hman Ja_c::ques _Tati (the loonie responsible Funny Faces· - and i_f that kind of. th.ing·breaks. Y!)U 
.. for the "M. Hulot" films), _Louis de Funes has up,you won'tbeabletogetenough.ofDeFumes. 
fashioned a wild. sometimes unf~tnomable fi~m - There are sorn~_vezy f~ip1y -~~~Jl~-S:.in tliis·~o'{ie: 
abou_t a day· iµ the life of a French Archie Bunker. a .shoot-out at - a· che~~g· gum fact9ry -~ere 
· Like Woody- Allen, De Fu rnes goes after social everyone -ends· up· looking _like'.·.a .. '-'9'1µ:let"' . wit~ 
.I
. and ·political-targets_ with a machin-e-gun approach: .,.Jegs, a conversati_qn~·wjth.!l~i:>-'o!iceman, that centets 
everyone from Arab terrorists, to Hasidic rabbis, around an ugly-\Vai't on the;_cpp's· nos1i ~doeSJ!,'t 
to the French bourgeoisie,' comes into DeFurnes' sould like such a ~er of an idea, bu_t it works in 
sights. To try to relate even a semblance .of the the film), ana •. tlnally, a _scene where· De fumes 
film's plot would be too difficult for this humJ)_le begs a terroris_t'_not to kfil'him on ~h,e spot, bu~-to 
reviewer; Rabbi Jacob is one of those films that ' send him a 'lettet-bomb ·Ul«;.next _da}<.'s-: ... ·. ·: ·; · 
appears as if ,nost of.the screen-writing to.ok place- For some·, people TPI ·sure_Jhe-,·spe~tre of 
concurrently with the shooting, ' . . terror~m. the.; tragic conflict-,behveen .Jew and 
. Thar-is not Co S<\Y that the film makes no sense. -.Moslem will preclude any film: that. treats these--
De ,_Fumes is definitely working wi~h~a_s~rious. ·subj~cts' less'than serious!Y· Bµt· Ra_bbi'Jacob is _by. 
theme amids_t 'his comic situations. :he fee~ng of -no m~ans a -min~ess
0 
far9e; it co~b~es i~gr~~ients 
brotherhood and tov.e. for all - peoples 1s th~· of political satire·, with some \l'er'y funny viual 
· predominant message h_ere; -~nd De Fumes has humour and occasionawocial comment'to ·make it" 
employed the tran·sformaJio_n of the Catholic_ bigot , at· ieast a moderate su~ess: jf you lilce- Ba~nas :-;:· 
to the Catholic philanthrope _ to highlight his I and S~t;eper, go_' ~e ,Rabbi· J!icob - rou'U be-
theme. The idea is· not a'bad one (showing the ' som~what dis_a_ppointed, 1i'ut, t~k~about. it . .for a 
kinship of Arab and· Jew, Jew, and ·Christian, second,. what-~o- you.-.re~y,_ w~J:oµt .o_f.life'? 
especially in· a synagogue· scene where the Arab . -Perfect 'bliss'? We all :knoJII th,afs illi~s.tic ([am,· 
terrorist and the 'Ch'!i,stian big<?t wind up blessing in ·these'. last senterices;:try.ffig:;o,µt· a··ne~_style of 
the innocent J3!lr Mitzvah boy to the de!i~( the reviewing tha_t) -~:tlii~J;,ijf~~yve ciiticiSm''. 
congre~!'~~~ present),·· but. there. is so -~uqt· Watch for more._i~.t~tfw~f!~:~9.a=t~e;) •... ·.- .. ·;·. :, 
By Cathy Lynch 
-
. ~'.ro _e!f is human!" but whe~· your eraser wem . 
ou.~ .ahead of your. ?~ncil, you~rt?-·ovetdoing '"it" .-. , · 
one .. of . the opemng quotes that The Peter 
- Prin.ciple-P.rescription greets ybu ·with and believe · . 
me;iJ sets the ~one for the rest of the evening. The . 
remamde~ of the · __ quotes projected are · just . as' . · 
to-.the~p~m_t and . amusing • but are sometimes 
difficult to make out on th; screens. . 
Something else wasjusfas difficult to ~ake out ~ 
why_ was tl)ere a general iack of energy in the . 
. show? The readers wa_tch~d, ther listened~· they . : . 
rt:iicted, they sta~ed in the picture, but why, then, · · 
did they seem to_ be. not totally into it? The 
material selected is good; in-fact, it could easily be 
called excellent- and liveliness ·was provided 
notably by _Peter Anderegg, Mark Pierce and 
B~rbara · Trn;nz with a nice over7all handling by 
Roy Edroso. 1 
One answer is probably that the -audience was 
rather small. Another could very well be that The 
Peter ,Principfe-Prescription falls victim to a.-Readers 
_ ~hea_tr~-trap _in tba!_ it_ is· too long. Some corny 
lit~l: bits are included, that strangely enough you 
don t groan at, but actually .enjoy, and there's a lot 
of eye-pleasing .blocking. Movement is sufficient 
but tends to become I repetitive - after a while. 
The readers work . extremely well as an· 
ensemble, although individually there could have 
bee~ more of. a change of character. as they acted 
out their various "examples" of Dr. Lawrince 
Pete(s ·observations of incompetance. :.. 
By Sam Milgrim 
_ Halloween is coming and as in every other year 
the Ithaflicks are presenting their Halloween film 
-festival to honor. the occasion. This year the 
f~stival is bettw than ever, with a really gre~t film 
line up. The films for the evening are, The Raven 
with Vincent ~rice, Peter Lorre, Boris Karloff and 
, J~ck Nicholson; Charade with Cary Grant, Audrey 
Hepburn, Walter Matthau, James Coburn and 
George Ken·nedy; The White Zombie with Bela 
· Lugosi; and Alfred Hitchcock's Notorious with 
Cary Grant, Ingrid Bergm~n, Claude Rains and 
' Louis Calhern. 
The films. are much too numerous to give you a 
complete run-d_own on all of them, but here is a 
short summation. The Rllven is~supposed to be 
adapted from Edgar Allen Poe's poem of the same 
. name. However (alas), it bears little resemblance to 
it. The film is notable none-the-less for the mental 
duel that takes place throughout the film ·between 
two personal favorites of mine, Price and Karloff. 
Peter Lorre plays a credible Raven in a 
disneyesque castle. All in all, the film is entirely 
unbelievable and very weird. 
Charade, another part of the Halloween line up. 
· is one l recommend you see. The film is filled with 
suspense and surprises that makes it one of the 
most exciting and interesting films to. come out of 
the early 60's. Cary Grant is great as the 'Jewel 
thief. Or was he with the FBI? Or was 1t the CIA? 
Or was it CID? Or was it murderer'! Well, -sec the 
film and see if you can figure it OUL. 
__ . _Despite a basic draggy feeling, there are many 
)mght spots and if you're prepared to listen 
mtently, -go aQd enjoy. 
"P · Photo by Robert Bonnell 
eter Principle~· cast 
. As confusing as some of these other films 
sound, nothing compares to The White Zombie. 
Don't ask me what this one is about because, 
frankly'7 I have no idea. As far as l can tell, it is the 
story of a mad scientists ( or some such nonsense) 
who digs up bodies for a hobby, instilling life into 
them but no- mind. They do manage to - have 
cnqugh sense to drag away the blonde, however. 
All in all, The White Zombie seems tu he a verv 
perverse film. · 
' . . -
sure, bet The gambler 
By Dariyln Searle total exhiliration that,ome befor~ a win or a loss. 
If he loses, it only means he has to scroul')ge up 
The Gambler is a movie .which deals with more money to squander. And if he wins, he's still 
exactly what its unadorned title suggests - the not satisfied; he is very tense and restless---looking 
gambler. This isn't the man who loses $20:00 in for more action. His mother hits the nail onthe 
his weekly poker game with the gu¥s; this is the head when she tells him "You better do some 
-- man w_ho .. at_ a second's n!)tice, will bet $2,000.00 painful thinking - no-amount of ~oney is going to 
on '{VIJ,eJ:~,_he. ~an get, a baske.t~il1J throu~_ ~h~ J1elp you." Axel's· _problems arc t<>_(? j,~ep seeded 
basket. This ·is the man who has $100,000.00 ~t and too much a part of him for mete money to 
10: 15' one night and is stone broke at l l :00 the alleviate. It's almost as horeless a battle as whe_n 
same night. . he.symbolically stands in front-of a 'mirror and 
The film is an excellent study of the psychology box~s against his ,.eflection, His problem seems to 
· -- actually, the philosophy, of the compulsive be more serious, but non,etheless related to Robert 
gambler:;,{ say philosophy, because that's part of !'<.edford's problem in The Way We Were; things 
Axel's problem. Being a ·very cill.tured man, and a ca1?1e too easy for him. No matter what he loses, 
- college English pro{essor to boot; Axel comes in there's always-Someone who will get him out of a 
contact with the philosophical· teachings of the jam. This point is dramatically made when Axel 
great masters of literature, 'From .them, he takes stands next to a sign inc'he bank where his mother 
. his,. cue. · With their assistance, he defends his is withdrawing $44,000.00 for him to pay off his 
weakness: "Dostoevsky aetests the fact that two debts. The sign reads: "We can give you.the fastest· 
::and two make- four." He tells his class that 'yes' in town." But this is not what he needs. I 
"Re~on only satisfies man's rational side. ·Desire James Caan as Axel was superb. He played the 
·encompasses- everything - desire is life!" His gambler hell-bent on self-destruction. He's 
obsession --with gambling is painfully apparent" extremely skilled in expressing -his innermost 
when h~ explains_ to his ·girlfrien,d: "I .like the feel_ings without saying a "{Ord - something which _a 
uncertain_ty .. ~f losing. .I like the id1;1 that, I could lot of actors seem to· have trouble with. Top 
lose,. bot I won·~;becaus~ I want tow in." This· niodel-n'ow-turoed;ac~ress Lauren Hutton .gave a 
kind of irrational-, _distorted· thinking·makes him· surprisingly good performance as Axel's married 
tum a · deaf ear to _her warning: «You're 'Just girlfriend. - .. 
throwing everything away-- and I don't just meair- The·film has plenty to offer:·a good script, fine 
,the money." - .. -- . '"·· · actors, an~ a creative arid able director, Karel 
· Axel is dfiven by the same kind of force that J{.reisz. lt's a little early to start making predicti~ns 
nearly drove Ray .Milland· insane in the 1945 for this year's Academy Awards, but it will be 
Ac:demy. Awani winner The Lost W~ekend; The - interesting to see if The Gambler is nominated for 
· film draws a-parallel bet\V,een.the.alcoholic and the an Oscar, as was The -Lost Weeken4, for its 
-- gambler. Life, itself, is just not enough for them. revealing look ,insid~ the nimd of a ~mbl~r. Jt's a. 
They need the thriff of an alcoholic binge. or the fasc!nating _character. study with much to say. It's 
thrill .t~at comes w_ith beating 'the. odds in much playing at the Cinfma this week. ---
the ~ame ;way as a· junkie needs a fix:They 1:i'oth A word in" closing: Th~ Strand will be _closing 
know its·: only ~a temporary buzz,' as witnessed by down .. after next '\\'.ednesday for the winter. For 
Axel's- own acknowfe<lgement, "~ love· ~inning • , 'those of you who want to see one last picture 
even though lt never lasts." Actually; Axel doesn't· there (Tlte Last Picture Show?) Aninilll-Crackers 
· . even· love -winning. ·He, loves tlie few seconds -of will be its last feature. ;' ,;;;.;.~;_· --.t~·:;:,J!/:/:~-,,_ . , ·:, . . ,.,._. :· . - - ----
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Notorious is probably one of the best films to 
come out of the 40's and even today 1t is a very 
interesting, spine-chilling film to behold. It is the 
story of Nazis, hiding out in South America, and 
the American intelligence agent who penetrates 
them. Notorio'us is Hitchcock at his best. 
The Halloween ·film Festival wrll be presented 
on Friday in the Union cafeteria at 9:00 until.... 
and .its free! So bring a pillow and blanket and get 
- ready for a good time. 
On Saturday and Sunday lthatlicks will present' 
one of the very best suspense films of n:cent ye.irs. 
Day of the Jackel. The plot is haim:ally about an 
assaasination attempt' oo the lift: of Charle;. 
DeGaulle that almost succeeds.- It's a Vl'TY l'Xt:illll!! 
film which will he sc · on SaLUrdav and 
Sunda ):30_ in Tl for ~.75.· Abo 
Thu :day and ;riday is Dr. 
_on it.11 xt week. 
3/~sfts: 
-~\/j . . t 4_n Evenin{f .,of ·)~ 
'ORR0·1/.,. ;· / . 
/ ,_ FREEi (J 
njo,f Dini")· Hall 
_-._~(o~_in. 
Thurs.-Fri~ Att:ractiona: 
(Movies shown in.1'- I02 for $.50. 
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By The Freeport Organization 
This past Saturday saw the return, for the third 
time in as many years, of the Mahavishnu 
Orchestra to the Ithaca area. In a concert flawed 
basically only by lack of adequate monitors and 
attendance, the Mahavishnu Orchestra started off 
well and continued to improve as the night wore 
on. 
Starting only slightly late (has a concert ever 
started early?), McLaughlin made his traditional 
request for a few moments of silence and then 
opened with over thirty-five minutes of intense, 
seanng sodring mm1c beginning with "Yision is a 
Naked Sword." From there, after a slight pause for 
breath, the group continued with "Power of Love" 
.ind all the rest of the songs from Apocalypse, 
their latests album, plus a few scattered songs from 
other albums. Of these, "Smile of the Beyond·" 
was the best because it incorporated the beautiful 
voice of Gayle Moran, some interesting effects 
( including echoplex) during an excellent trumpet 
solo and led into a nice "funk" jam which 
incorporated a powerful drum solo by Mike 
Walden. 
Probably the highlight of the evening was the 
mcredihle playing hy violm great Jean-Luc Ponty. 
STEP t 11)0\\,\ TO 
·-1 ~ H ~ Mill TLET 
!CLOTHES 
!CELLAR 
I /1,· /1. ll'I'>. /10.\JI,. of .i ()(}() Sil'/,·. I 'J'l,'/lS! 
""' /I-.. I.\'.\. <.'OJ:/Jl.'U()}'.'-i..,.C_; '/VI'S 
..... 
John McLaughlin 
-Since dissolving the Jean-Luc Ponty Quartet he has 
played with a myriad of performers; most 
recently, before joining Mahavishnu, with Todd 
Rundgren. During the two albums and two tours 
with Todd he has worked on playing 
point-counterpoint with a guitarist. This work 
showed itself on Saturday night as he played as 
near to perfect as is humanly possible; whether 
' 
', _three we~'the(e but th,; fou!'!:h was iacking:-F~r a 
great guitarist, a mediocre night is still more.than· 
ad.equate ror,. the d~ference b~tween mediocre and 
superb performances is just dea,ees of excellence. 
Part of what has always intrigued us is the 
· - depth. of the· Mahavishnu Orchestra, and it shone· 
through again on Saturday. Michael Walden,; · 
although ten years younger, is an excellent 
·substitute· for Billy Cobham. Talent-wise, Walden 
seems to.be better-than Cobham, all that is missing .. 
is the experience. ·Ral'phie Armstrong, on th·e other 
· hand, is not as good as Rick ·Laird on bass, but lie 
is a more than adequate substitute. His- playing 
lacks Laird's imagination, but ·time could cure this 
-·problem: Gayle-.Moran is a better musician than' 
Jan Hammer for she c,ombines a masterful ' 
keyboard style with clear, crisp vocals, something 
the Orchestra has been missing in the past. All in 
all, the total lineup of the new Mahavisbnu 
Orchestra appears to be as strong as the...original' 
· but with greater potential. · 
The addition of members of the New York~ 
· Philharmonic did nothing but add to an already · 
. extraordinary performance. Although a couple. of 
times they wei::e off key, because of the inability 
to hear themselves (due to poor. monitors); they 
were, on the whole,- faultless. Most impressive was 
the work of Stephen. Kenler ml. violin and Bob 
Knapp on trumpet, flute; bell_s and flugelhorn. 
We noted the return to the use of a myriad of 
electronic effects during this concert. in the past 
few years they, have fallen into disfavor, but tor 
once various wah-wah's, volume pedals, echoplexes 
and guitar synthesizers were used witli good taste. 
- They served to expand the music rather than being 
mere Playthings.' -...... 
In ·the end, we were simply amazed by, the 
concert. As · the evening wore on, tll.e music 
became more and more intense and incredible. 
Too bad so many people missed this y:e'ar's..Bureau 
of Concerts' first attempt at making a profit. 
following McLaughlin's lead or off on his own f 
tangent. 
McLaughlin also played very well, but not _ 
I Jom1.,tu1n <:u,,·1111111 \ Sl"w Storl' /.W F.mt Stal<· 
nearly as well as Ponty. The trademarks of 
McLaughlin have always been speed, accuracy\ 
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FLOWERS SHOULD REfLECT YOUR PE~SONALITY 
DECORATE YOUR ROOM WITH ONE 01"-0UR,MANV• 
HANGING TERRARIUMS AND BASKETS 
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CrosSroads~~i,Jglltc/11/J nigllt 
ar~und the campus 
By Cindy .Schwartz 
'' A l6t ot ·---people have 
expressed":that they are tired of 
going to the same dances, 
hearing the same groups, and are 
~tired of the ·normal routine of 
student activities. So, it being 
our objective to please everyone 
w i t"h a lo t of g o.o d 
entertainment, l came up with 
.the idea that it would be nice to 
do-· something · special; thus a 
.Nightclub · Night in the 
Crossroads." (Chuck Riter, 
Student .Coordinator of the 
Crossroads.) . 
The Nigh~club Night, part of 
a series of new events for the 
Cross!oads, is this Saturday, 
November 2nd. 
The event, sponsored by the 
r- "U'' ree 
~ontinued from page 2 
r 
their convenience. Exceptions 
are made in regard to classes . 
which must have special 
facilities. In these C3:Ses, 
arrangements are made by the 
people at Free U. Rauker also 
stated that classes are kept small. 
The Photography class, for 
example, is held to four 
·· · participants for each of the t~t:e 
weeknights it is offered. This ts 
· to guarantee individualized 
attention. 
While this program has been 
christened "Free" University, · 
the term 'free' cannot be termed 
a totally accurate one. 
Generally there is a minimal fee 
to cover ~xpenses. And in such 
courses as Pottery and 
Traditional EJ!_g)jsh Bobbin J,.ace,. 
students are required to 
purchase their own materials. 
These Sl!pplies, ho_wever, are 
obtained for the classes at 
wholesale cost. A fee may also 
be assessed where class 
attendance is mandatory. Some 
instructors feel this provides 
"incentive" to attend. 
The Free University began 
· last year, under the guidance· of 
Jan .Gatti. Ms. Gatti's aim was to 
create increased contact among 
members of the Ithaca College 
community. Free U. was to 
provide a central gathering point 
for people of similar interests so 
that interactton might occur. 
This spirit has carried on to the 
present Free U. as all members 
· of the I.C. community - be they 
-J, faculty, student -0r staff - are 
encouraged to take advantage of 
the program. · 
Crossroads Con mlttee and the 
Weekend. Activities Committee 
(W ACY) of the Student 
Activities. Board, promises to 
provide an enjoyable variety 9f 
good ente.rtainmenL· . 
The bill features ·Fred Raker, 
who will be acting as the master 
of ceremonies and doing 
co med y; Kim . Cleveland, a 
folksinger; Peter Steinhaus, a 
pianist who wit). also be 
accompanying several of the . 
other acts; Peggy Frost, who will 
be doing. a nightclub · act, 
complete with show tunes and 
contemporary popular tl!nes; a 
Dixieland Jazz Band; and Cindy 
Vita, who will be doing a-c·abaret 
act. _ . 
The event is a fancier and ' 
more extravagant activity than 
the usual Crossroads 
entertainment - asking for an 
·admission fee of $1.00 per 
person or $I.SO per couple; 
wele<>ming one to free snacks, 
and wine, -beer, soda; and a 
cheeseboard which will be served 
by waitresses for a nominal cost. 
The Crossroads Committee asks 
that students dress 
appropriately; they encourage 
tha no one wear dungarees. It is 
mandatory that stud en ts are I 8 
years old, as liquor is being 
served. 
Tickets for the special event 
can be purchased from Chuck 
Riter, Howard Bloom, the· 
Crossroads Committee, the 
Student Activities Office, and at 
the door on Saturday night. 
STUDY SKILLS 
Walter Mulholland, D~ector of Testing, will offer another series 
of talks (and demonstrations) concerning study skills and habits. 
These will be offered on sncceeding Tuesday evenings, beginning 
Nov. S at 6:30 P.M. in the DeMotte Room of Egbert Union. 
Everyone is welcome. The first session will cover techniques for 
reading textbooks and sucreeding sessions wili cover lecture note 
taking, preparing term papers, personal study schedules, preparing 
for exams and taking exams. Each session will last for about thirty 
minutes. 
INTERESTED IN LONDON? 
The Foreign Study Office is holding a party in the Crossroads on 
November 7 from 8 to 10 P.M. for all students interested in studying 
at the Ithaca College Center for the fall semester of 197 5 and for all 
students who have previously studied overseas. Shdes of London will 
be shown, and Ed Vincent, the Director of Foreign Study, will be on 
hand to offer first hand information on London and the .Ithaca 
College Center, Since beer and other refreshments will be served a 
. College ID is a must. 
Presents 
fun and dining in a way ·10 beat inflation 
YOUR OWN ADVENTURE- YOUR OWN ODYSSEY- IN THE REALM OF THE "MEAT AND 
, DRINK OF MORTALS" BEGINS AT THE ODYSSEY. 
. -. 
Appelizers 
Chilled tomato juice 
Clams casino 
.50 Shrimp cocktail 
2.75 E scargot provencale 
Soup_s 
Onion soup au gratin .95 
House Spe~iollies 
Roast prime ribs. au jus. 4.95 Surf and Turf 
' 
Mousiaka a la Odyssey 
Beef. a la Duch casserole 
Calves liver, bacon and onions 
Steak en brochette, mushrooms, onions 










So if you want to learn the 
fine art of Chinese Cooking _or 
the not-so-fine but practical art 
of Automechanics visit Free U, 
located .in' the Office of Campus -. 
Slealcs 
Sliced.Flank Steak smothered onions, mushrooms 
New York sirloin, onion rings 
Fi let mignon, mushroom c_ups 
Seo ·lood Spe~iallies 





Jumbo lobster tails, drawn butter 
Sauteed·mushrooms_ 1.50 Onion Rings 




·Try our Creelc Sly~e House Dressing-on your salad. 
_ House wine only served by the glass .'a> 
Red rose white 1/2 carafe 2.25 
full carafe 3.95 ··:'c .. J., ~-_..;. ________________________ _ 
. i~--
TAKE 968 ( .. Cliff St-Hospital") IN Tl-1.E OCTOPUS ~T THE END OF STATE STREET ··-··--5 MILES 
( . 
1654 Trumansburg:-Rd. 
-tthaca, N.Y. 27-2-2422 
. Open Daily 4 p.m. to 1 a.m. 
/ .. · .. _ S-un-. 1 p. m. to la. m. 
.. 
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Sale Ends Saturday Nov. 2 
JUST A FEW OF THE BA&GAINS YOU'LL FIND IN 
EVERY DEPARTl\lENT 
fashion fa bric sale 
reg.2.50-2.99yd. 2 for 97c 
Your choice 
\ . 
NYLOJ\ LEOTARDS reg. S7 now S3.99 
fashioned of 70 denier nylon for long wear 
and dura'i1ility! Scoop neck, long sleeves .. 
Black, navy, brown and red in petite, average. 
taJI. 
l\ia tching tigh ls reg. S3 ....... SJ. 99 
Woven Ginghams, Fresh Air prints, Acetate 
jerseys, . Flocked Taffetas, Whipped Cream 
prints, Single knit" jerseys, PolyesJer & cotton 
woven checks. 
HOSIERY, STREET FLOOR 
Orlon® 
knee socks 
reg. 1.65 99c · 
Cable stitch Orlon© acrylic 
in a one size stretch that 
fits 9-l l. White, navy 
black, brown, green, red 
and taupe 
.... '. ~·· .. ~_~ .. 
,::.;_ ..... 
,!.,. .•• ,\'-~ 
'-r .. _., • ..,--- -
,,,....---
In i tte n s 
Reg. $3.00 
1.99 
Warm, ashable acrylic in assorted 




FABRICS, Tt:HRD FLOOR 
·fanious 
·Jane Colby c:oo'rdinates 





• tops • vests • shirts • slacks 
-~ 
Beautiful coordinates in all first quality double knrl rolycslc1. 
Ea;;y-care machine wash and <lryaolc scraratcs thal you 1.:an 
wear as a special outfit. double ur with the sportswca~ in y11111 
doseL Green or wine solids and'1.:,mr<linali11g prints. In misses 
GLOVES, STREET FLOOR size:~~~~:· SPORTSWEAR, STREET FLO:R ANNEX ~~ 
HOSIERY, STREET f:LOOR I 
1----------------------"""""!pr::;;;:"~----+-----.:a;------------------- .~ buc·kskin 
pant_ coats 
reg.80.90 48. 90 
• rust • gold • navy • brick • brown 
A fab1rlous pant coal rnllet:lion of genuine buckskin 
fashioned from choke skins. selected for thier beau-
ty. softness and durability. Each coat is completely 
lined for shape retention and extra warmth. Fine 
fashion dl!tailing. in gorgeous Fall colors of rust. 
. gold. navy. brick and brown, all with co-ntrasting 
top stitching. 8-18 
COATS, SECOND FLOOR 
Bryson stretch hose 
reg. 1.25 pr. . ] for 2.89 
A 75% Orlon · acrylic, 25~-:, nylon blend that 
stretches to fit sizes 10 to 13. Assorted solid 
colors: 
STORE FOR MEN, STREET FLOOR 
men's lined leather gloves 
reg. 8.50 pr. 5.99 
All first quality, durable and fashionable 
leather. Warmly 1ined for comfort_ Black 
or brown in S·M·L-X L sizes. 
STORE FOR MEN, STREET FLOOR 
sweaters for men 
.•. v-nec•, cardigan 
& crewneck styles 
reg. 16.00-22.00 
Choo!.e from warm 
100% ,wool ·or 
washable Orlon , 







ex._tra large sizes . 
• llf' I , 
Si ;>RE FOR MEN, STREET .FLOOR 
'men"s 
t. f Acrylic pile lining and s or_~ co_a s collar; outside shell is 
' durable 65% Dacron• 
reg. 39.9s polyester, 35'i, cotton. 
29.90~ - 6cige and navy in sizes 36 to 4(). 
STORE FOR MEN, , 
STREET FLOOR 
Our EARLY SIIOPPER ACCOUI\T lets you. buy now through Nov. 30th and pay 1/3 in January, 1/3. in February, 
1/3 in l\:arch .....•.. and no service charges-! 
'~ -
. , 
- • ...r,_ '. 
Classifieds Expa-nded morning hours 
A-
Now where did y6u · say that 




Although thlJ Halloween could 
never be like the last, we know It's In 
our haarts. I'll give up mY gin when 




I don't want to ruin your Image of 
me t,ut at lust you know you're not 
alone. And, WlthOUgh we differ In 
our "tactics" they're really still the 




The Goddess of Lettuce 
Dear Scott;• 
, Happy 18th! H,!lng In there, YOU'il 
get there yet. 
D. Bear and the Floor gang 
Mom-
I made the front page. 
David 
Yoh, 
You're O.K., I'm O.K. As long as 
we have each o:her. 
Love, 
Adam 
Happy Birthday to you, 
Happy Birthday to you; 
Happy Blrthday_dear Laura, 
Happy Birthday to you. 
I love you, 
Bear 
IC Volleyball, 




Thanks for the time and for 
llstenlng to an my complalnU. Good 
Luck Satuday with everything! 
Daughter 
Liz, , 
Me and you and big and little blue 
tool! 
To my Engllsh friends at Terrace 1, 
If you haven't caught on .to me 
yet, you soon will. I 'II be coming up 
to tutor next week. 
Lehlt, 
"The Professor" 
All .. llUIH Interested In starting sol'lle 
sort of kosher meal plan, please 
contact me. · 
Larry Abramsky, 273-4265 
WANTED: rellable driver to drfve my 
station wagon to Ft. Lauderdale area. 
Arrive on or about Dec. 20th. We p;ay 
gas and Insurance. Call (607) 
733-3629. 
oxo, 
If you think Monday night wa, 
funny, wait until you try bunk bej!S. 
- xox 
Dear Hooks, 
There Is a moon out tonight. 
Happy, happy 18th birthday from 
the Yid kid (Rod Serllng), Unuda, 
Zorro, Mr. Moon, and the Ford Hall 
night stal_ker) 
London 
continued from page 6 
Study, will be visiting the 
camous for the week of 
Nove"mber 4th-8th. There will be 
a party held in the Crossroads on 
Thursaay, Nov. 7th, for students 
who have previously studied 
· overseas, and for any students 
interested in studying abroad for 
the fall semester of_ 1975, or the 
spring semester of 1976. The get 
together will take place- from 
. 8:00 to 10:00 P.M. and all' 
students must present an ID ~ard 
'since beer and other 
refreshments will be served. In 
·addition, slides will be shown of 
the Ithaca College London 





416 l::ast State Sir~ct. 
Ithaca. N.Y. 148SO 
FUU . I I.I. }'Ul ·u 
PRI.\TJ.\'(; .\'/:/~'/JS 
Amateur Magicians -wanted for I.C. 
TV Production. Call Jim at x794. 
Dear Creep, 
I love you, 
Signed 
Wlerdo 
small house for rent • grand piano, 
furnished preferred piano student. 
oec.-Jan. can 272-9089 or 273-2188. 
ALL COSTUMED PEOPLE BE 
SURE TO VISIT LICK•IT TONIGHT 
for tricks and treats. Open from 8 
until the Be~ltchlng Hour. 
Dear Costumed douchebags, 
Have a great time and Turbacks. 
Stay In trouble. 
The Grut Pumpkin and Broom !'lilda 
Dear Kathy-
Tonights your night. Enjoy It. 
Love, 
The Great Pumpkin 
Dear Lis, 
Have a great Halloween. Tick or 
Treat. 
, LoveThe Great Pumpkin 
oaar Chief Pumpkin, 
Thanx for the card. Hope you and 
Pooh have a Happy Halloween. Stay 
out of trouble. 
CR 
Dear Oan, , . 
Happy Halloween. Visiting on this 
ThUl'ldaY night doesn't count In 
scoring. 
Dear Christopher Robin, 
Love, 
13' 11" 





To nve fully, one must learn to use 
things and love people... not love 
things and use people. 
A friend-used 
WICB Radio's "A.M. Ithaca" 
has expanded programming to 
three hours · each weekday 
morning. Beginning, Monday, 
November 4, "A.M. Ithaca·• can 
be heard from 7-10 A.M. 
· "A.M. Ithaca" provides both 
information and entertainment 
to WICB's listeners Monday 
through Friday mornings. 
Included in the program are four 
world and national newscasts 
from ABC Radio, S local and 
state newscasts compiled by 
WICB's newsteam, and 3 sports 
reports. In addition, Cornell and 
Ithaca College activities and 
various community reminders 
are presented each hour of the 
show. 
It is WICB's intent to present 
more information and 
entertainment than any other 
Ithaca radio station. In keeping 
with it's programming_ goals, 
WICB presents a maximum of 
only S 9ommercial minutes each 
hour while other area stations air 
up to 20 commercial minutes 
during the morning hours. WICB 
also realizes that a later sign-off 
time in th~ morning will serve 
more listeners each working day. 
WICB News Director Larry 
Kofsky has announced that 
Ithaca's largest news team will 
provide four hou·rs of 
continuous election night 
coverage on WICB-FM from 9 
P.M. - I A.M. on Tuesday, 







11 :ti A.M.-S:ll P..M. 




GERJ\l,IN STYLE COLDCU'J:, 
Sandwic:lw,· - Salads 
HO LS TEI N Eli DELICATESSEN I ~C 
S<'nc<·a Slre('l DeWitt l\~all 
Ithaca, N. Y. I 1Ul!iO 
273-9027 
S.A.B. S_peaker's Cominiitee 
Presents: 






Mond·ay, Nov. 4th 
-8:30pm 
'IN PRAISE_ OF ROBOTS, 
. -INTELLIGENT MACHINES 
JN SPACE AND ·oN EARTH' 
.·Fr-e.8 
the night will be Scott Fisher 
and Sharon Messinger. Jeff 
Scheidecker and Rick Turkel 
will cover the happenings at 
Republican headquarters while 
Pat Higgins and Rick Weltz will 
cover the action at local 
Democratic headquarters. In 
addition, members of the WICB 
News Team will scour the local 
polling places in hot,e of being 
the first station in town to get 
the complete results. For the 
most comprehensive and 
qui~kest broadcast election 
coverage in town, tune in to 
WICB-FM on Tuesday evening 
November S from 9 P_.M. - I 
A.M. 
COUNTY VOLUNTEER NEEDS 
Oak Hill Manor Nursing Home needs volunteers to visit with 
individual residents, direct or assist in crafts and recreational 
programs, or to present short musical ,or slide programs. Any day, 
late afternoon, late morning or early evening can be arranged to suit 
the volunteers. Phone LC. Community Service or V AC for an 
appointment. 
Big Brothers and Sisters are needed to provide lonely youngsters 
with friendiy companionship, for a few hours a week on a regular 
basis; during late afternoon, early evening or weekend times. Please 
phone LC. Community Service or V AC for an appointment. 
YMCA needs a volunteer swimming instructor to work in small 
children's classes on Mondays and Wednesdays. Classes arc: for 3 to 
S year olds from 9:30-11 and 12:30-1 :30. l!nd for I½ to 3 year olds 
from 11-11 :30. Please call LC. Community Service or VAC for an 
appointment. 
Grei).ter Ithaca Activities Center needs volunteers to help 
supervise games for elementary' age youngsters on Wednesdays from 
2 to 3 P.M. or to assist with mini-workshops in gift m<1king with 
elementary <1ged children and macrame with teers. Please call LC. 
Community Service or V AC for ·an appointment. 
OLD NO.q~ 
SERVING THE PEOPLE SINCE 1894 










Or Pid" Your Own Co111hi1rnlion 
Also a Steak Dinner you'd 
/Je proud to buy for a friend 
For desseit enjoy one of our 





And Our Own KEOKIE 
Friday's· a good ti,ne to start the 
·weekend. -TGIF, Happy Hour drink 
specials, Ragti111~ music 
311 COLLEGt. "VENUE 
ITtlA.CA.. N.,.. 
PHONL TWO. ~-VLI'•. THAEL-NINE. OH• NINL OH' 
Hallo·ween and Midnight madness. 
I 
O.ld (tine radio and specials 
at th·e door. Come' early for dii,ne 




The itfiffli1,-6.'tf~~74\ P.,M-, . .,ff", , 
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Bom/Jers ······.~· 
d~spose of Bridge/Jori 
,.,---~---------------------
By Dave Rives Giaguinto. Hom·er Wanamaker running of his. own. "He . added 
BU's soccer-style place kicker: IC's fifth and final tally ·with a 
'"We want Post! We want booted the e15tra point tQ put - five yard run~-- • 
Post!" the Purple Knights up by 7-6. IC had to stop a Bridgeport 
The scene wa~ ·the Ithaca Ithaca had tallied just drive first. Theyhadalittlehelp• 
BO 111 h c r~ locker room jus"t· mrnute~ before, driving 60 yards when Purple Knight ball carrier 
minute, after the Blue-shirted Ill seven plays, aided by a pass Giaguinto fumbled on a fourth 
Ithacan~ had di~post1.d of, mterference call at midfield on ~nd inches dive into the IC 
powerful Bridgeport University .the Knighb. Fullback Dave defensive wall at the Bomber 18. 
3 4 _ 1 4 he f O re a ~ 12 a·h I c Remick completed the scoring It proved to be the big play of 
hometown crowd 011 South llill drive on a five-yard· burst up the the game, as the lthacans drove. 
Field. middle. Markowick tncd _to add 82 yards back down the field in 
hi', 29th consecutive PAT, but IO plays for the go ahead tally, a 
the sn·ap and placement were 32 yard run by.Remick. The Bomber~ play (' W. Po~t 
next weekend down 011 Long 
hbnd. Post ha~ a 4.-1 rc1.:ord, 
1Pclud1ng ~omc impressive 
v1cton..:s over Wilkes,I Wagner, 
Setan II.di, and Merchant Marine 
Academy. I heir lone lo~<; w,1s to 
Ndt1nnal power We\tcrn 
Ken tuck~ 
Th..: Bomber, victory keep~ 
them ..itop the D1v1s1on 111 
L1111hcrt Bowl \land111g.\ with a 
7-0 rc1.:ord. while the Bridgeport 
Purph: Kmghb Jropped to 4-3, 
,,1st ahnut finish111g their t:hance~ 
for a po~t <;cason \POL 
LJ~t year, tho.: lthacam had 
1'11c Knighh on the 1opcs 111 the 
lourth quarter ol their hattk in 
( ·onnect1cut, l~ul <-·ouldn'L hang 
on. lo\1ng 20-1 <i. Bridgeport 
went on to a '>- I si.:a~on ri.:cord 
and Lhl' NC/\/\ 1)1v1s1on 111 
~e1111-l1r1,1h agamst Jumata 
Jumata won that game lo earn 
a lr:p lo ,\l.1h,1ma·, /\Uon.m 
Stagg Bowl, where they were 
stopped hy D1v1~1on I 1 1 Wt'SLt·rn 
f1n,Jli,[ ~lltenhu1g. Tlm year its 
a dtlfcrent ~Lory, .1~ I(' polis;hed 
ol I Juniata S l-1 3 t·arlwr 111 the 
seJ,llll. and 1.1,t S,iLllruay f111ally 
e V .: 11 l" d t h l" , C LJ re W > l h . 
Bmlgt•p1irl. 1 lw Bumhcrs moved 
one ,Lep t"I"''' Lu th.: L.1111herl 
Howl anJ a po~s1hk Bowl appear-
.inee for lht·111selve~ 
··T111~ W,I'> .1 h1g win 101 u~. 
c·o111111t·n1nl lk.id Coach J1111 
Butterf1l'ld .. ·1" ,.1y thJL 1 ..im 
plt·.i~t·d w,,uld he .in 
under,tall"lllt·nl It wa~ ,1 real 
good dfurl hy ,111 ol our guy,. 
· W<' ,1111ply wert· the helter hall 
t:lut,. tllll'l' we !_!tlt gtllll!_! 111 lhl' 
,ecnnd h,il I .. , 
Bu I It w,1,11·1 t' 1sy. ,1s 
Bndgq1tn L tollk .1 14-1 3 half-
t1111e ,1dv.111La[!<" Till' Purple 
Knq;hl'> cnnvnlc·d lWtl co~tly 
B,>mher 1111,1.1!-e, into Lht· 1-l 
p1>111b 1 .irly 111 thl' ,l"contl 
qu.1rlcr. l(' puntt"r Shawn 
Sullivan h1l •Jne off Lhl' side ol lu~ 
foot from del'p 111 lus own 
1eir1tory. 1'11e 1,all barely got up 
to the I(· .n. Bridgqmrt scored 
111 1-wo pl,1y, Running t,ack 
Schwartz er Jckcd through I he IC 
hnt' ,11HI ra1nbkd for_,() YJrtls to 
set up J three-yard~ ~cormg 
plung<· by· ruumng hack Nid 
rushed and his attempt sailed !C's leading pass receiver, Bill 
wide to ttie left. Bryant,set up t-he Bomber's next 
rollowing B U's first score, IC touch down a minute later, 
<.1~am foun~ the end zone, returning a Purple Knight punt 
drivmg 58 yards in eight plays. to the Knight's 37. This time IC " 
Fullback Al Howell ran in from needed only one play, a 37 yard 
nine yards out and Markowick's run by Remick to break the 
PAT was good for a 13-7 IC lead game open. Remick has over 700· 
with 6:25 left in the half. yards rushing already this year 
Minutes later, a BU punt, plus heading for his most successfui 
a dippmg, penalty put JC in a campaign in his three varsity 
hole on their own 10. Two plays years. 
tater, signal caller Jerry Boyes The Bombers added their 
fumhlcd, giving Bridgeport a fin.al score late in the third 
golden opportunity. Three plays period, taking advantage of 
later, Purple Knight signal caller anoth_er Bridgeport fumble, this 
Mitch Sanders passed three yards one on the Purple Knjght's 28 
to Giaguinto, who was all alone yard line. The drive took four 
111 the end ?one, after Sanders plays, with Camey covering the 
had drawn the IC defense to the final fi,ve yards, with just 44 
otner side of the line with a seconds left. 
perfect fake. The Bombers came close to 
Ithaca-got rollmg in the second adding another score midway in 
half. Dave Remick, IC''s leading the final stanza, after recovering 
groun<.I gamer ol the afternoon a Mitch Sanders fumble deep in 
with I 30 yards in 20 carries led BU territory. Boyes found his 
the d1arge with TD runs of 33 reserve rece.iver (Jim 
and 37 yards to open the game Rodenbush) in the Purple 
up.· Runnmg ma Ce Bill Carney 
ki.:pl the Purple Knight defense 
busy with some hrilliant power 
Knight, but Rodenbush couldn't 
hold on to the pass, as the score 
remained 34-14 as ti'!le ran out. 
I:NSURANCE-
"YOllR PROTECTTON - OUR PROFESSION .. 
BROKERS 
Rober't S. Boothroyd 
Robert L. B~othroyd 
Class of '24' 
Class of '(,()' 
Ht"nry G. Kf'y~er _: ___ -- Class of '.5.l' 
\Vtlltam I· lynn · ------ -- C.L.U. 
ROBERT S .. BOOTHROYD 
AGENCY, INC. 
"We Welct1me Ymir /11q11ir1:_" 
.I I 1 East Se11eca. /t/,aca. N. Y. 
;;-, 







• galad ~t'elis'1es 
• Potato ~ rolls 
• Wlil-4- FONOUG ·• 
CHoCOL:AT 
f" o~ DE.SSE:,~f 
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~ Fem Poo.xk aid Cliartea CoH,!lr representing Harvard. During the 
· ·, final seconds of th~ race, Navy ::-
... Billed as the worlds' largest began to lll!)ve on the I.C. squad . 
direct th~ Pioneers against his regatta, tke 3 mile Head of the Sensing the threat posed by 
Undefeated Ithaca College old teammates on Saturday. Charles race held in Boston last Navy on LC.'s pJacement in the 
. will seek its eighth ·straight Mangione has done a fihe job - Sunday featured 118 different race, Coxswa,in Amy Rubin had 
football )Vin -of the season filling in for Ed Powers who·was schools, clubs, and-organizations the shell sprint the remaindl~r of 
tra,i.eling . to face rugged C.W. lost for the season with an competing in 17 ·i events for the race and pull away from the 
Post on Lorig Island;-Saturday. injury. national recognition. With over Navy threat. The ~arsity shell 
_ Post, 4-1 this year, ·dropped Last year- Powers passed for 60,000 spectators on hand, I.e. finished a highly respectable 
_its opener tq national power 2194 yards on 156 completions entered four 8 men shells and . 14th out of 48 shells with a time 
Western Kentucky 48-0, but the and had 18 scoring tosses. one single skull ill three events. 'of 17 ·minutes and J 4.1 seconds. 
Pioneers have bounced back Mangione has been .a most , The first race of the day for The winning time was 16 
with wins over -Wilkes· 44-6, , ~?,hie replacement <:ompleting 1.c'. was the Lightweight Eight in minutes and 44.3 seconds 
Wagner 2+7,-Seton Hall42-23 5Sx98- for· H67.yards and 12 which-they competed against illustrating the competitiveness 
and Merchant Marine 35:14. ··· · touchdo_wns·trus season. Princeton, Harvard, Yale, MIT, of the top 15 spots. An 
The Pioneers are the '-' Post has two fme receivers in- Navy, et al among the 29 shells interesting sidelight was that I.C'. 
defending Lambert Bowl Diclc-·Maake with 22x376.and in their event. Due to the large became the highest ranked small 
winners. 1ast year Post compiled four touchdowns and Mik'e amount of entries in this regatta, college finishing the race. 
a 10-I record. to win the trophy Hintz l 7x265 and three scores. the crews are started at IO The J. V. boat, following 
symbolic . ...., 6f small. college Halfback ,Bill Lewis is the top second intervals in single file up MIT at the start, passed the 
football supremacy in the East. Post rusher with 49x325. the course. The ltghtweights,off !ngineers within the first 500 
Ithaca College · enters Fullback Dave Remick . has to a late start, found ·themselves .neters of the race. "Feeling 
Saturday's game as the top team paced the Ithaca College attack four lengths behind Marist strong 'and looking good in the 
in,..._the Lambert Bowl ratings for with l 23x726 rushing. He is the College: At ap!1roximately the water," as an opposing coach 
the fifth straight week this Bomb"ers top scorer -with six -one-mile, marker, LC. passed observed, the crew set out to 
season while Post is fourth. The touchdowns rushing and two Assumption College and began catch TriniW College which had 
game could _well determine the receiving for 48 points. • to challenge Marist. Strong a four boat-length lead on MIT. 
winner of tl1e coveted Lambert Quarterback Jerry Boyes has headwinds· forced the I.C. With one mile to go, the LV. 
Bowl. enjoyed a banner year with lightweights to finish the race in boat closed within one length of 
The Bombers'' have rolled up 38x74 -passing for 706 yards and 17 minutes and 59 seconds, Trinity before crossing the finish 
, 279 points in their fitst seven I I T.D.'s. Boyes has .scored placing them 20th out of 29 line. This effort guaranteed the 
games· this year for an all time seven times /rushing and is the crews in their event. J.V.'s. a good placement in the 
scoring record. ' Ithaca has, second leading ground gainer on · The novice singles event race due to the fact the crew in 
defeated St. Lawrence 49-14, the club with a net 473 yards on wi-tnesse d Ward Romer, front of them had a 20 second 
Juniata 53-13, Cortland 34-33, 103 attempts. Freshman/Leightweight coach, difference in starting time. The 
Alfred 28-8, · Springf!,!!ld 57-35, Other top I.C. rushers are Bill place 26th out of SO csontestants J. v. effort left them in :!6th 
Wilkes 24-14 and-Bridgeport Camey 83x396 and six T.D.'s over the, difficult course. Coach place out of 48 shells with a 
34-14: . · and Tim Nunn is 50x38 l. Romer commented, "It was my time of '17 minutes and S 1.9 
. Ithaca has a total offense of Spfit -End Bill Bryant is the first- race ~ a sculler and I am seconds for the three mile 
3223 yards including 2392 yards top I.C. receiver with 2 lx520 very plea,sei:l with the resufts." course. 
rushings. The Bombers have and seven touchdO\\'.llS. _Tigbt The following event was the Rebounding from last week's 
·scored 25 of 40 touchdowns on · end J.B .. Little has 10 catches for I I\ termediate Eight ~ace defeat, the LC. Frosh travelled 
the ground. . 182 yards and two scores. featuring I.C.'s Varsity, Junior the c·ourse in 18 minutes and 
Post has a balanced offensive Both LC. and Post have won· Varsity and Freshmen Crews. 56.6 seconds placing them 39th 
attack that has averaged 181 eight games in a series that Because of the large number of out of 48. While the placement 
yards rushing per game and 179 started· in 1958. Post has won ~ntries, the shells were started at might not seem -impressive, the 
yards_ passing pet contest. the last three games againsfthe 10 second intervals. The Varsity l.C. Frosh were competeing 
Quartepback Bob Mangion.e,·a Bombers· including a 62-0- shell was the first boat to start · against Varsity and Junior 
_ transfer fro_m Ithaca College, will . triumph in 197 ~. . . the race under the I.C. colors. Varsity squads of either schools 
I Within the first mileJhe•oarsmen and not Freshmen. 
D 




Corllaml. N. Y. 
7S6-8006 
Beautiful American Indian -
Turquoise Jewelry Our Specialty 
• • I 
largest selection in Upstate New York. 
· featuring Navajo, Zuni, Hopi 
Free Ring Sizing 
· )fad passed two U.S. Merchant Beaming with joy, Coach Bob 
Marine crews and Amherst Tallman was pleased with the 
' College. The Navy, following the : strong showing· by the I.C'. 
Varsity squad, continually '"larker, the·v:arsity-, -turning a 
challenge~ I.C.'s iibility to stay J 80 degree bend in the river, 
out 'in front. At the two-mile passed Kirkland House 
=.=. •Ntt..•llff ... lN•I .... I .......... N ... 111 .... 1 ....... 




·, and C!:!uistmas trips bet LL"I' than ever! 
STONE TRAVEL AGENCY, 11\.C. 
4/4 J•:ddy Sired 
2n-111.:> 
IVhl'rl' yoitr lrzjJ is our j,ln1.,zm·! 
. ' ............................................................... " ...... 
. ' . 
It11·aca College· Bure_au.of C.oncerts Proudly Presents: 
---
Satul'.day, NOvemb'er 16 8:00pm 
. ' . 
_--,a(. lthac(j CQlJ~ge 
,.. , a•• 





team. After the race, Coach 
Tallman told his oarsmen, "You 
gave it everything you had and 
~he results show how strong we 
are becoming." Freshmen/ Light· 
weight Coach Romer was happy 
:Vith the experience his crews 
received from the three mile 
race. Crew ·Captain Skip Mudge, 
plagued by back injuries himself, 
_stated, "The upcoming spring 
season should be the best I.C. 
has had in a long time." 
Honors 
Lou Palazzi, a junior 
offensive tackle from Scranton, 
. Pa., and Tom Heinzelman, a 
senior outside linebacker from 
Goshen, N.Y., have been 
selected as honorary game 
captains for this Saturday's 
football game with C.W. Post 
down in Greenvale, LI. The 
selections were made by the 
Ithaca College coaching staff 
following I.C.'s important 34-14 
win over Bridgeport last 
Saturday on South Hill Fie\d. 
The coaches also selected 
both Dave Remick, senior 
fullback from Utica, N.Y. and 
Ralph Dintino, senior defensive 
back from Kenmore, N.Y., as 
the 'outstanding backs of. the 
game. llarry Meshirer: a junior 
defensive end from Monse.y, 
N.Y. was picked as the games 
ou tstand mg lineman. 
The best hit of the game 
award went to senior offensive 
guard Steve Deinhardt from 
Binghamton, N.Y. Gary Bucci, a 
junior defensive hack from 
Syracuse, N. Y. was selected as 
hustler of the w~ck. anll Tim 
Nunn, a senior flanker from 
Buffalo, N.Y., was picked by the 
coaches a~ the specialist of the 
week. 
Plazzi, the son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Louis i>alazzi of I 3 '.! Crown 
\ Avenue in Scranton, had his best 
· day blocking on l.l'.'s tough 
offensive line, to help heal 
Bridgeqort up front. 
Heinzelman, son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Arthur 1-leinzelman of 69 
. Golden llill Avenue m Goshen, 
has been a stalwart on the 1,C. 
· linebacking crew all year. 
· Remick, son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Wilson Remick of 5505 
Woodlawn Place in Utica, rushed 
for 130 yards including T.D . 
. run:; of S. 33 and 34 yards. He 
ca rri~ci the ball 20 times. 
, Dintino, the son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Angelo Dintino af 335 Parkhurst 
· Blvd. in Kenmore, enjoyed one 
of his best games, playing the 
· Bridgeport option well, and 
helping to slop many of the-· 
· PurplcKnights'offensive_ drives. 
Meshirer, son ut Mr. ana iv11~. 
Jean Meshirer of 79 llillside 
- Avenue in Monsey, sacked 
Purple Knight signal caller Mitch 
Sanders· twice. I le also .:aused 
one Bridgeport fumble, and 
· recovered another fumble 
himself. Bucci, son of Mr. and 
Mrs. _Mario Bucci of 244 Mosley 
Drive in Syracuse, kept 
Bridgeport's top receiver, 
Carmine Bove, well fOYered 
during the · afternoon, to 




201 - S. TICJGA ST. 
, ITHACA. N.Y. 
272-8262 
Now---gu}tars. 
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